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Return to sender 
Student-run mail rooms often fail to deliver 
BY TASHA KATES 
Staff Writer 
Upon arriving in Ithaca after 
winter break, sophomore Jarod 
Cerf realized he had accidentally 
left his allergy serum at home. 
Cerf, who needs the serum bi-
monthly, had his parents send it. 
"My parents mailed the pack-
age on Tuesday and requested that 
confirmation be sent to me when 
the package arrived," Cerf said. 
"Friday came and went, and 
there was still no confirmation." 
When unrefrigerated, the 
serum can only last a few days be-
fore it becomes ineffective. 
Cerf said he finally received his 
confirmation by e-mail on Satur-
day. Because on-campus mail 
rooms only operate on business 
days, he had to wait until Monday 
Once he picked up the pack-
age, Cerf rushed the medicine to 
the Health Center. He was lucky 
this time. 
"There are a lot of stupid mis-
takes and little inconveniences in 
the mail room," Cerf said. "But lit-
tle inconveniences can have a big-
ger effect. If I'm the only one, then 
my incident was just a slipup. But 
if a whole shipment of packages 
arrived late, then maybe there's 
something bigger happening." 








the student- · 
run mail 
have become too jammed 
with students trying to get 
mail and special-order pack-
ages." 
But when a student arrives 
to a.mail room during operat-
ing hours, they don't expect 
to find a closed door and a 
handwritteh sign explaining 
that the mail has not yet 
been sorted or that the 
student employee 
has 
to pick up the medi-
- cine. 
room sys-, 
tern. After MEGHAN MAZELLNTHE ITHACAN 
ch an g e s SOPHOMORE PATRICK RAHM picks up a package at the Bogart Hall mail room Monday. 
SIGNS POSTED AT the Bogart 
Hall mail room. 
made dur-
ing the summer, students receive all 
their mail and most packages 
thrqugh residence hall mailrooms. 
During the summer, mailboxes 
in the post office in Phillips Hall 
were removed and reinstalled in 
Bogart Hall. 
Tom Gunther, manager of mail 
services, said the boxes were 
moved to diminish traffic. Gunther 
said he believes this has made the 
mail rooms more efficient. 
"When the Quads mail room 
was in Phillips Hall, traffic \Vas 
becoming unbearable," Gunther 
said. "With the addition of the 
[College Circle Apartments] to the 
college, [that post office] would 
left early for class. 
One sign hanging on the Boga-, 
rt mail room door read: "No! I can-
not go through all the packages for 
you. If the mail does not belong to 
u then it. . ( ]!" 
Mail services does not condone 
such signs, Gunther said. When the 
signs are reported to the adminis-
tration, they are removed. Student 
employees then receive a follow 
up by the mail processing coordi-
nator - a student supervisor for 
all seven mail rooms. That position 
is not currently filled. 
Student mail employees said 
they are basically unsupervised; the 
administration rarely intervenes. 
Gunther said he was unaware 
of many students' problems with 
the mail room system. He said he 
does get occasional e-mails from 
students venting their mail room 
of 
mention student mail rooms clos-
ing early. The mail rooms are sup-
posed to be open from 1 to 4 p.m. 
"When the students apply for 
the job, they are asked to provide 
their schedule," Gunther said. 
"Not everyone is honest about it. 
Unfortunately when students 
don't stay, problems arise." 
Mail is delivered to the cam-
pus twice daily, Gunther said. The 
See FORWARDS, Page 4 
Community reacts to Columbia crash 
BY KELLI 8. GRANT 
News Editor 
Senior Cay le Thompson's family got up ear-
ly Saturday to watch the space shuttle Colum-
bia streak across the horizon just before it was 
scheduled to land. The Thompsons, who live in 
Pleasantom, Texas, can usually just see the shut-
tle and hear the sonic boom as it re-enters. 
"My parents actually saw it in its last min-
utes, its last seconds," Thompson said. 
Shortly after it re-entered the Earth's at-
mosphere Saturday morning, the space shut-
tle Columbia disintegrated above Texas, 
killing the seven astronauts aboard and scat-
tering debris across eastern Texas and west-
ern Louisiana. The Columbia, the oldest U.S. 
shuttle, disintegrated about 9 a.m. , shortly be-
fore it was due to land. 
Freshman Jared Halpern was surprised to call 
his parents in Crowley, Texas, Saturday to find 
out that his mother had heard the blast. Terri 
Halpern said she was inside the house when she 
heard a loud noise around 8 a.m. 
"I heard a roar, almost like a train or a diesel 
of some kind," 'Said Halpern, who heard on the 
radio five minutes later that NASA had lost con-
tact with the shuttle. 
"I didn't connect it until much latei:," she said. 
"It kind of saddened me more ... and made it 
harder to disconnect from the event." 
Former NASA employee Steve Siconolfi, 
dean of the School of Health Sciences and Hu-
man Performance, immediately began assessing 
the situation when he heard Saturday afternoon 
what had happened. Siconolfi spent nine years 
conducting medical research to determine the 
effects of space flight on the body. 
"My first reaction was, 'You've got to be kid-
ding me,"' Siconolfi said. 
He then told his wife, who had also 
worked for NASA doing pre-flight medical 
screenings of astronauts. He said they were re-
lieved to find that neither of them knew any 
of the astronauts onboard. 
The seven astronauts on the Columbia were 
mission commander Rick Husband, 45, an Air 
Force colonel from Texas; pilot William McCool, 
41, a Navy commander from Texas; payload 
commander Michael Anderson, 43, a former Air 
Force lieutenant colonel from Washington; 
Kalpana Chawla, 41, a U.S. citizen who immi-
grated to the country from India; mission spe-
cialist David M. Brown, 46, a U.S. Navy cap-
tain, pilot and doctor from Virginia; mission spe-
cialist Laurel Clark, 41, a Navy diving medical 
officer from Wisconsin; and payload specialist 
Ilan Ramon, 48, a colonel in Israel's air force 
and the first Israeli in space. 
See DEAN, Page 4 
PAUL MOSELEY/FORT WORTH STAR-TELEGRAM 
FEDERAL INVESTIGATORS EXAMINE a 
piece of space shuttle debris Saturday after-
noon near Bronson, Texas. 
College to pick 
service change 
from TCAT 
BY KATIE MASLANKA 
Staff Writer 
The Tompkins Consolidated 
Area Transit directors have given the 
college a choice between two options 
to increase campus bus service. 
TCAT requested that the college 
choose to either restore 30-minute 
bus service on campus or create a 
40-minute schedule with two bus-
es running, allowing for service 
every 20 minutes, said Rod Ghear-
ing, general manager of TCAT. 
The announcement comes on the 
heels of a decision last week to add 
a stop at the college on bus route 
65, which will arrive on campus five 
times every weekday. 
College officials were informed 
of the decision Monday, said Mar-
ian Brown, special assistant to the 
treasurer and a member of the 
campus' TCAT Advisory Group. 
The decision to make any changes 
to the service, which could be im-
plemented as soon as the end of Feb-
ruary, will ultimately be made by the 
President's Council, Brown said. 
The TCAT Advisory Group and 
other South Hill residents who desire 
better service have been pushing for 
cban to route 11, the main route 
changed last year to a 45-minute loop 
including a stop at the College Cir-
cle Apartments. 
Reinstating a 30-minute schedule 
would require removing the Circles 
from the route, Brown said. It 
would also make it necessary to stop 
at either the Towers or Longview 
every other loop instead of every loop. 
Senior Martin Uria, who lives off 
campus and rides the TCAT daily, 
said he would prefer a shorter route. 
"When they had the 30-minute 
schedule, that was great," he said. 
Brown said that if the 40-
minute schedule with two buses is 
chosen, TCAT has said it would pro-
vide a bus and manpower. Previ-
ously, TCAT had said it did not have 
the resources to do so. 
"What we were hearing before 
was even if we wanted to, they 
wouldn't have the resources," she 
said. "This was not necessarily the 
highest priority for them." 
However, the 40-minute sched-
ule would also require that the col-
lege cover the cost of an additional 
bus, Brown said. 
"The cost is not insignificant for 
us," she said. 
Michael McGreevey, executive 
assistant to the president, said 
President Peggy R. Williams and 
the vice presidents are currently dis-
cussing the options. 
"The college is working close-
ly with TCAT to ensure that we 
have a viable public transportation 
that best serves everyone's 
needs," McGreevey said. 
Brown said there are many issues 
to be considered in a short amount 
of time before a decision is made. 
The financial climate of the college 
as well as the long-term effects on 
riders who may have to change their 
routine has to be considered. 
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National 
and .International News 
never been conducted before in the U.S. population, and 
it is the fi rst time that exposure by age, race and sex has 
been analyzed on a national scale. For each chemical, the 
blood and urine of about 2,500 people was tested. 
Researchers suspect that exposure to tiny amounts of 
some environmental chemicals in the womb or early 
childhood may permanently alter a child's intelligence, 
motor skills, memory, behavior, ferti lity and ability to 
muster immunity to fight disease. 
Bush calls for Homeland Security funds 
The president has called for $36.2 billion to be spent on 
the new Department of Homeland Security in fiscal year 2004, 
an increase of about 7.4 percent beyond the amounts proposed 
for this year for the agencies that are being melded into the 
new department. Nonetheless, ihese increases are nowhere 
near as dramatic as the much larger budget hikes in the fi rst 
year and a half fol1owing the Sept. 11 , 2001, attacks. 
. One of the most striking areas of increase was $829 mil-
lion to identify potential terrorist threats and assess the na-
tion's infrastructure, such as transportation and water sys-
tems, which amounts to an increase of $652 million or 370 
percent over fiscal year 2003. Another was $803 million 
proposed for anti-terrorist research and development, which 
amounts to a 77 percent rise over 2003 . 
NICOLAS KHAYAT/ABACA PRESS 
U.S. SECRETARY OF STATE Colin Powell methodically makes his case Wednesday that Iraq has defied all 
demands that It disarm. 
Bush also asked for $3.5 billion for "first responders," 
such as police, fire and emergency medical personnel -
the same amount he requested a year ago. But Congress 
has so far not passed the first request, so states and lo-
calities placed themselves billions of dollars in the hole 
preparing for terror attacks. 
Powell makes case to United Nations · nificant revelations were the secretary's understated ref-erences to "human intelligence," "foreign intelligence ser:. 
vices" and just "sources," which analysts said referred to 
Iraqis inside Iraq who are feeding information to foreign 
intelligence services or, possibly, the United States. 
Captive journalists in Colombia freed 
Never had the U.S. government disclosed as much sen-
sitive, recent intelligence as Secretary of State Colin Pow-
ell did Wednesday when he released surreptitiously intercepted 
calls between Iraqi officials and information supplied by Iraqi 
informants apparently close to Saddam Hussein. Study finds toxic chemicals in people 
After 11 tense days in rebel captivity during which they 
were moved to five jungle camps and played gin rummy 
to pass the time, two freelance journalists kidnapped in vi-
olent northeastern Colombia while on assignment for the 
Los Angeles Times were freed Saturday. 
Beyond the extraordinary array of U.S. intelligence ca-
pabilities put on display for the U.N. Security Council -
signals intercepts, satellite imagery, reports from captives and 
in-country agents - l O foreign inteliigence services agreed 
to allow the United States to disclose classified information 
they had collected on Iraq. 
From compounds in plastics and cosmetics to pesticides 
banned decades ago, Americans are carrying an array of tox-
ic chemicals in their bodies, with children bearing the brunt 
of the exposure, according to a report released last week by 
the federal Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. 
Reporter Ruth Morris , 35, and photographer Scott Dal-
ton, 34, were unexpectedly handed over to the Red Cross 
by the leftist National Liberation Army, also known as the 
ELN, at a remote rebel camp in Arauca province. 
"They frankly revealed more intelligence capabilities 
and assessment, and sources and methods than I've ever 
seen," said Sen. Pat Roberts, R-Kansas, chairman of the 
Senate Intelligence Committee. 
The bodies of American children contain higher levels 
of about a dozen industrial chemica1s and pesticides than 
their adult counterparts, the report shows. 
Even though the effects of most of the chemicals are l~e-
ly unknown, health experts say the new findings are trou-
bling because young children, infants and fetuses are espe-
cially susceptible to the dangers of environmental chemicals. 
They were then driven to the airport at Saravena and 
immediately flown on a Red Cross plane to Bogota, the 
capital. 
The pair, abducted at a roadblock between Saravena and 
Tame, had come to the area to report on rising violence 
and Colombian President Alvaro Uribe's step -u c~-
paign against long-entrenched guenUta torces in the coun-
try. They were the first foreign journalists believed kid-
napped in Colombia's four-decade-long war. 
Powell's presentation before the Security Council was vet-
ted closely beforehand, but its disclosures indicate how strong-
ly the Bush administration felt the need to state its case for 
attacking Iraq. 
While the extent of the technical disclosures stunned 
former intelligence officials and lawmakers, the more sig-
Thousands of adults and children were tested for 116 
chemicals in 1999 and 2000 as part of a broad national 
survey of American health. 
Such testing for the vast majority of the chemicals had 




Residence Hall Association 
elects treasurer and secretary 
The Residence Hall Association filled the 
vacant positions on its executive board at its 
Jan. 29 meeting: 
Junior Larry Mollicone will serve as trea-
surer and senior Ryan Prosser will serve as 
secretary. Both students have served on the 
board in various positions in the past. 
Mollicone replaces sophomqre Alycia 
Shulman. Prosser replaces sophomore Isabel 
Gossman. 
Other officers are sophomore Sheila 
Katz, president, and junior Jacklyn Rizzo, na-
tional communication coordinator. 
Aging concerns specialist 
to address caregiving issues 
The emotional aspects of caring for the 
elderly will be addressed tonight as part of 
the Ithaca College Gerontology Institute Dis-
tinguished Speaker Series. 
Vicki Schmall, the president · and 
gerontology training specialist with Aging 
Concerns Inc. in Oregon will give her 
speech, "Keeping the CARING in Care-
giving" at 7 p.m. in Emerson Suites. 
She will promote understanding of 
changes in later-life {llld caring relationships 
using program$ and information she de-
veloped. 
Schmall is a professor emeritus at Ore-
gon State University and the author of "The 
Caregiver Handbook: Powerful Tools for 
Caregiving." 
Courses on sign language 
will be given at area center 
The Finger Lakes Independence Center 
will be offering courses in American Sign 
Language this winter. 
The six-week courses, American Sign 
Language II and American Sign Language 
III, cost $70, and the textbook costs $30. 
The second-level course will meet 
Wednesdays from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. begin-
ning Feb. 12, and the third-level course will 
meet Thursdays from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. 
beginning Feb. 13. 
Participants must complete one level be-
fore enrolling in the following level. 
For more information, call Satomi Hill at 
277-2433. 
Local American Red Cross 
seeks donors for blood drive 
The Tompkins County American Red 
Cross will sponsor blood drives in various 
locations in the county throughout the 
month of February. • 
The first blood drive of the month is on 
Saturday from 8 a.m. to noon at the New-
field Fire Hall. 
The American Red Cross at Ithaca Col-
lege and the Staff Council will sponsor a 
blood drive on Wednesday from 9 a.m. to 4 
p.m. in Emerson Suites. 
Individuals must be at least 110 pounds, 
17 years of age and in good health to donate 
blood. Additionally, they must have not do-
nated blood in the past 56 days. 
For more information or donation lo-
cations, can the county Red Cross at 273-
1900. 
Admissions seeks volunteers 
to phone prospective students 
The Office of Admission is seeking stu-
dent volunteers to conduct an Accepted Stu-
dent Phonathon at various times this 
spring. 
The first phonathons will be held Feb. 
9-13 and 16-20 from 5:30 to 9 pm. and 
additional times will be held after spring 
break in March. 
Volunteers are responsible for calling ac-
cepted students, providing them with in-
formation about the college and answering 
their questions. • 
Students can volunteer for as many 
hours as they want and free food will be 
provided for volunteers. 
For more information, contact Jason 
Berry, assistant to the director for admission, 
at 274-3124 or jberry@ithaca.edu. 
Campus antiwar groups 
join national protest week 
Students across the nation will partici-
pate in a "Week Against the War" from Feb. 
10-15. The nationwide events include 
teach-ins, music and dance and other out-
lets for expression. 
The national United for Peace and J us-
tice rally will be held in New York City on 
Feb. 15. The day will feature a student-led 
rally at 7:30 p.m. with celebrity speakers. 
Several Ithaca College organizations, in-
cluding Students for a Just Peace and the 
Young Democratic Socialists, will hold 
events during the week. 
CORRECTIONS 
Mike Styczynski's name was spelled 
incorrectly in the Jan. 30 issue. 
It is The lthacan's policy to correct all 
errors of fact. Please contact 
Assistant News Editor Anne K. 
Walters at 27 4-3207. 
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· Clubs to bank-on new roll-over budgeting 
BY NICOLE GEARING 
Staff Writer 
For years, leaders of student 
organizations have bemoaned 
the college policy that required · 
them to return all their unused 
funds to the college at the end of 
each academic year. 
But now, campus groups will no 
longer find empty coffers upon their 
return to college each fall. Instead, 
as a result of the efforts of the Stu-
dent Government Association 
Business Committee, campus 
groups sponsored by the SGA will 
be allowed to keep their dollars at 
the end of each spring semester. 
At the SGA meeting Tuesday, ju-
nior Adam Aurand, vice president 
of business and finance, informed 
the student representatives of the 
policy change. 
"Starting this year, all clubs and 
organizations will be able to keep 
all their fund-raised dollars," Au-
rand said. "I think it'll be a good 
thing for everybody." 
When organizations request 
funding from the SGA Budget 
Committee, the committee recom-
mends a certain amount to the Stu-
dent Congress. After representa-
tives from the campus group make 
a presentation describing their or-
ganization's goals and needs, SGA 
votes to approve or reject the 
group's request. 
In the past, all but five campus 
groups - the SGA Executive 
Board, Student Activities Board, 
Bureau of Concerts, African-Lati-
no Society and Senior Class -
have been required to raise funds 
for at least 40 percent of their bud-
gets on their own, Aurand said. 
Brian McAree, vice president 
for student affairs and campus life, 
said that under the old policy, all 
unused funds from student orga-
nizations - except those gained 
through fund raising - reverted 
back to the college at the end of 
the financial year. 
The changes will allow clubs to 
save significant amounts of money 
each year, and also permit SGA to 
stretch their college-allotted funds. 
McAree said the change in pol-
icy will not affect how much mon-
ey SGA receives for student 
groups each year. 
Because the offices of the 
Treasurer and Student Affairs 
and Campus Life could not in-
crease SGA's budget to meet ris-
ing club needs, Aurand said the of-
fices decided to allow campus 
groups to keep money from inde-
pendent fund raising. 
This way, he said, SGA will no 
longer have to give as much 
money to groups every year. 
The change in policy will have 
a major ripple effect on another stu-
dent organization, the Residence 
Hall Association. 
Sophomore Sheila Katz, RHA 
president, said the organization 
usually has to raise funds for its en-
tire budget. Because it has not re-
ceived institutional aid until this 
year, RHA has .been one of a few 
organizations allowed to "r~ll 
over" its budget from year to year. 
This year, SGA's budget totaled · 
$390,370. Aurand said SGA re-
quested $393,000 for the 2003-
2004 academic year, with plans to 
earmark $5,000 toward RHA. 
Council to analyze 
student evaluations 
' BY ANNE K. WALTERS 
Assistant News Editor 
At the end of the semester, stu-
dents fill out evaluation forms for 
each of their classes. But the 
forms are rarely standard; they dif-
fer among schools and the depart-
ments within them. 
Faculty Council voted unani-
mously Tuesday to form a new 11 
committee to examine how teach-
ing is evafuated at the college. 
Student statements, which are 
used to evaluate professors' teaching, 
need to be examined because there 
is no uniform process for conduct-














the COJlUllittee will examine the pur-
pose of evaluations, and how they are 
used by different departments. 
It is important that evaluations 
are used to improve teaching 
rather than just determine tenure 
and promotions, Seltzer said. 
"We can do better," Seltzer 
said. "I wouldn't go so far as to say 
the system is broken, but we 
would all like to do it in a way that 
would seem to work better." 
Seltzer said a major problem 
with the current evaluation 
processes is the lack of standard pro-
cedures for administering the eval-
uations. Some departments require 
students to sign their evaluations, 
while others are anonymous. He 
said some departments even a1Jow 
professors to create their own 
evaluations for individual classes. 
"It may not be appropriate for the 
same instrument to be used across 
campus, because courses differ, 
schools differ, etc.," he said. "There 
may not be any reason why proce-
dures shouldn't be more uniform." 
However, student statements 
are just one aspect of teaching eval-
uation. Other aspects, such as peer 
evaluation, will also be examined, 
Seltzer said . . 
Marie Garland, assistant pro-
fessor of organizational communi-
cation, learning and design, said a 
great deal of research has been done 
about the most effective ways to 
evaluate teaching. This information 
will be used to examine evaluations 
at the college. 
Because excellence in teaching 
is difficult to define, Garland said, 
it is important to look at it through • 
as many "windows" as possible to 
ensure a complete picture. 
"Unfortunately, a lot of times 
student statements aren't helpful to 
faculty," she said, adding that 
evaluations are often used as a fo-
rum to complain about personali-
ty conflicts. 
"Sometimes the best learning ex-
periences don't make you a lot of 
friends," she said. 
Dennis said that as new faculty 
try new teaching methods, evalua-
tions often do more harm than good 
because they are such a large part 
of determining whether a professor 
will receive tenure. 
Faculty members who aim to get 
positive evaluations may fail to pro-
vide accurate feedback and criti-
cism to their students, she said. 
KATE SHEPPARD/THE ITj;iACAN 
JUNIOR ADAM AURAND, right, Student Government Association vice president of business and 
finance, talks about changes to club budgeting procedures as sophomore Sheila Katz, Residence 
Hall Association president, listens. 
"I'm very happy Adam took all 
the time to make these additions and 
subtractions with the budget in or-
der to fund our school's organiza-
tions," Katz said. "To be able to 
have the extra monetary support 
will help a lot." 
Junior Charles Tranen, SGA 
representative and co-president of 
Habitat for Humanity, said the 
service group will use its money to 
make a difference in the local com-
munity, rather than traveling to 
Binghamton or Cortland to work on 
already established projects. 
"We work on houses that are cur-
rently being built by those affiliates," 
Tranen said. "It's been a goal of ours 
to build a house here in Ithaca. It's 
impossible for us to fund raise 
enough in only one year." 
Seniors go online to purchase texts 
BY MICHAEL HENRY 
Staff Wr°iter 
The college's Senior Class of-
ficers decided to test the free mar-
ket this year by launching a fund-
raising campaign that encouraged 
students to seek an alternative to 
the Bookstore. · 
The class placed advertise-
ments in the Campus Center 
inviting students to purchase their 
textbooks from eCampus.com, a 
Web site that caters specifically to 
college students. For every text-
book purchased through the Itha-
ca College link on the eCam-
pus.com site, the company gives $1 
to the Senior Class·. 
President Maureen Devine said 
she proposed the fund-raiser as a 
supplement to the group's other en-
terprises, including class-spon-
sored happy hours and sales of Se-
nior Class apparel. 
Devine said the executive 
board did not encounter any op-
position from the college or 
Bookstore administrators, but the 
board's members were ready to 
face criticism. 
"[We] knew going into it that 
we might detract from Bookstore 
sales, and were prepared to receive 
complaints from the school," she 
said. "We also knew that it is im-
possible for the Bookstore to de-
mand . that students buy their 
books solely from them in a mo-
nopolistic fashion." 
Carl Sgrecci, vice president 
and treasurer, said the college 
does not prohibit students from ad-
vertising services that compete with 
college interests. 
"We do not inhibit in any way 
other businesses competing for the 
business of Ithaca College stu-
dents," he said. "Our bookstore is 
here to serve the students, and if 
they can find alternative sources 
for their books and supplies that of-
fer more attractive prices, our stu-
dents sh.Quid be free to take ad-
vantage of them." 
· Bookstore Director Michael 
Bovi said the Bookstore antici-
pates that 8 to 10 percent of stu-
dents will purchase their text-
books online each year, and tkat 
the Senior Class's venture had no 
obvious impact on sales. 
Devine said she will not know 
how much the Senior Class 
earned from the fundraiser until 
eCampus issues · a check. She 
added that there is no cut-off date, 
so commissions from books pur-
chased through the group's link will 
continue to go to the Class of2003. 
Senior Courtney McKee pur-
chased her books through eCarn-
pus.com after she received an e-
mail from the Senior Class 
telling her about the promotion. 
She said she compared prices at 
several Web sites and the Book-
store before deciding to use 
eCampus. She said price was the 
deciding factor in using the site. 
"I just didn't have time to 
stand in line and it is more cost-
effective [to order books online]," 
McKee said. 
MEGHAN MAZELLNTHE ITHACAN 
STUDENTS LINE UP to purchase books at the beginning of the semester. 
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Dean uses NASA ties for information 
Continued from Page 1 
During their 16-day· mission, the astronauts had 
worked on more than 80 experiments ranging from the 
effects of weightlessness on animals to treatments for 
prostate cancer. The trip, which was prematurely hailed 
as a scientific-success, was the shuttle's 28th mission. 
NASA launched an investigation after Saturday's 
tragedy and put the shuttle program o.n hold. Ac-
cording to the Los Angeles Times, a NASA report 
three years ago warned of safety problems among the 
shuttle fleet. The recommendations included concerns 
about reduced inspections of heat protection tiles, one 
of the possibilities NASA is currently investigating· 
as a cause of the crash. 
The Washington Post reported that officials are 
also investigating a problem that occurred during 
liftoff, wh~n a chunk of insulating foam from the ex-
ternal fuel tank detached and struck the shuttle's left 
wing. NASA officials considered the damage in-
significant until sensors on that wing stopped trans-
mitting data shortly before the crash. 
Since Saturday, Siconolfi has made several calls 
to people he lcnows at NASA to find out details of 
what had gone on before the shuttle disintegrated. 
"Once you're part of the NASA family, you're [al-
ways] a part of the NASA family," he said. 
After hearing about the insulating foam, Siconolfi 
said he believes there was nothing ground control could 
have done to prevent problems with the shuttle. 
"There was nothing NASA could do, literally, oth-
er than try to keep them up there," he said. 
Ben Crane, associate professor of television-radio, 
worked for NASA as· a mathematician for a year. He 
said he thinks the events are tragic not only in the loss 
of lives, but in the setbacks it will bring to NASA. 
Crane said that because NASA has faced severe 
budget cuts lately, corne·rs may have been cut and 
problems overlooked. . 
"Safety and reliability are functions of funding," 
he said. 
Humans are incapable of designing a complete-: 
ly risk-free form of transportation, Crane said. He 
said the space program has a remarkably good.safe-
ty record, considering the high risks. 
"It is in many ways swpris-ing .we haven't had 
more fatal accidents," he said. ''They would still hap-
\ 
RON T .. ENNIS/FORT WORTH STAR-TELEGRAM 
A TEXAS STATE trooper adjusts fJowers Sunday 
at a temporary memorial In Nacogdoches, Texas, 
where shuttle debris fell. · 
pen even if there were no human error.s." 
Siconolfi said the future direction of the space 
program depends on politics. He said he hopes 
NASA will move into more sophisticated forms of . 
space travel - designs that are lighter and able to 
<;arry more people and cargo. 
"I really think what we're going to see is that we're 
not going to build another shuttle," he said. 
It's possible that NASA will get a boost of fund-
ing or that people will begin to question their cur-
rent investment in the space program, Siconolfi said. 
NASA employees are well aware of the dangers in 
their mission to explore new frontiers, he said, and 
he predicted that the program will persevere. 
· SiconoJfi. said -an 8$tronaut friend of his was once 
three seconds away from ·launch - the "go or no-go 
period"-:-- when a sensor was activated, and the launch 
sequence was shut down. When it came time for the 
astronaut's next flight, he was a little nervous at first. 
"He said 'Fate will be what fate will do,"' 
Siconolfi said. "It's a risky business ... but it's 
worth what we learn." 
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Forwards slow system· 
Continued from Page 1 
first round arrives from Lansing ear-
ly in the morning, and another 
round arrives at 10:30 a.m. 
All of the mail arrives at the 
Center for Public Safety and Gen-
eral Services, where student 
workers sort it. Student drivers de-
liver the mail to seven mail 
rooms: the Circles, both Towers, the 
Terrace Dining Hall, Emerson 
Hall, Garden 27 and Bogart Hall. 
Gunther said the drivers usually 
finish their deliveries by 1 p.m. Once 
the mail arrives at the area mail room, 
student workers sort through multi-
ple baskets of magazines and letters. 
Each pile is .. s.eparated by building 
and distributed accordingly. 
Unfortunately, the process can 
take hours. Gunther said the mail 
has been slower recently due to for-
warded mail for students relocating 
on campus. 
Junior Neva Fisher, a student 
worker in General Administrative 
Services, said the mail room still has 
mail from before winter break. 
"There is so much misad-
dressed mail in the office," Fisher 
said. "We try to be as efficient as 
possible, but there is only so 
much we can do in a day." 
Sophomore Emily Neubert's 
bread is one casualty of the system. 
Neubert's grandmother sent 
her some personal.items a few days 
before she arrived to begin training 
as a resident assistant. She didn't 
know that her grandmother had en-
closed several loaves of bread, all 
of which were moldy after a week 
of sitting in the mail room. 
''The bread was thoroughly 
mo]dy from the inside-out," Neu-
bert said. "It was blue. I tried it, and 
it almost made me throw up." 
In the Bogart mail room, the piles 
of misaddressed mail are just as high 
as the standards that maihoom em-
. ployees demand from students. 
Sophomore Unique Mills, one of 
the employees in Bogart, said stu-
dents have problems with the mail 
room because they don't have 
their priorities in line. 
"The mail room people are hu-
man," Mills said. "We're also stu-
dents, and a job isn't a student's first 
priority." 
Mills said students should have 
"common courtesy for the everyday 
individual." She said she has 
made signs for the students to read 
so that they do not ask her the same 
questions repeatedly. 
"I believe in mail room eti-
quette," Mills said. "Don't stick 
your head in the door and stare at · 
· a table of mail and ask me 'Are you 
done yet?' And if something is mis-
addressed, put it in the misad-
dressed slot. It is not yours." 
Dealing with packages takes up 
a lot of time, Mills said. 
"I really can't take the time to 
search through all of the packages 
for yours when they haven't been 
sort~d yet," she said. "It takes time 
away from the other mail that has 
to be sorted, and it's unfair to the 
people who own that mail." 
Cerf said the real unfairness is that 
students are forced to wait for im-
portant mail. He said the mail ser-
vice "needs to get'its act together." 
''There is something to be said 
for timeliness," · Cerf said. "Why 
shell out $15 for special package 
services to avoid errors that Ithaca 
College makes? It's just not right." 
I wish someone wotild apply for 8tudenf 
AofMtiea Board Executive Ohair. 
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A political st8.tentent 
Student speaks on panel at national con{ ere nee 
BY AMANDA MILLWARD 
Staff Writer 
An Ithaca College student 
shared his experiences as a con-
servative student on a liberal col-
lege campus at a major political 
conference last week. 
Junior Roger Custer, a politics 
major, took his message to the 
participants of the Conservative 
Political Action Conference. 
CPAC is a national yearly con-
ference for Republicans, who 
gather to hear speakers such as 
Dick Cheney, Kenneth Starr and 
Katherine Harris. 
This year, 4,000 people, includ-
ing 15 members of the Ithaca Col-
lege Republicans, attended the 
three-day conference from Thurs-
day to Saturday at the Crystal Gate 
Marriott in Arlington, Va. 
considered liberal bias on campus. 
He cited the college's priorities in 
funding speakers and travel, the 
Student Government Associa-
tion's decision to pass ap antiwar 
resolution and actions by the Bias- . 
Related Incidents Committee. 
"Often, conservative ideas are 
omitted from the curriculum, or 
they're dealt with in a negative 
manner, and the professor's 
· opinion is taught as the truth ," 
Custer said in a later interview. 
Several attendees from other 
colleges including Ashley Lord, a 
sophomore at Tulane University in 
Louisiana, ·said they admired 
Custer's speech. 
"He was really funny," Lord 
said. "It .was nice for us because [I] 
go to Tulane. It's very liberal, so we 
could really relate. We appreciate 
the fact that we aren't the only ones 
being called bigots." 
Michelle Meredith, chair-
woman of the Ithaca College Re-
publicans, said she was pleased 
with the conference. 
great that IC and ICR were so 
well-represented." 
According to the CPAC Web 
· site, the conference "is designed. 
to advance important everyday is-
sues such as taxes, crime, culture · 
and foreign policy and to provide 
basic conservative viewpoints 
and solutions." 
Other events at the conference 
included book signings, debates, in-
formation sessions and award cer-
emonies. Speeches and panel qis- · 
cussions were given on topics 
ranging from foreign policy toward 
Iran and Iraq to tax reform and bias 
in the media. 
Speaking in front of so many 
people ~as an exciting new ex-
perience, said Custer, who re-
ceived a standing ovation after his 
speech. 
"It was a nervous.-excitement, 
but once I got going with the speech 
I wasn't nervous al).ymore," he said. 
"I felt passion for what I was say-
ing and what I was sharing with all 
the other people there." 
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Custer's speech was part of a 
panel discussing liberal bias on col-
lege campuses. Other panel mem-
bers included a member of the Col-
lege Republican National Com-
mittee, a representatives of Young 
Americans for Freedom and a stu-
dent from Bucknell University 
who spoke about the censorship of 
his campus newspaper. 
During his speech, Custer 
brought up examples of what he 
"Roger's speech was a phe-
nomenal part of the conference, so 
that was one of my best memo-
ries," she said. "The response that 
he got and. the way his speech 
went. We couldn't ask for better 
- it was terrific. I think it was 
He was chosen to speak at the 
conference thro~gh the Young 
America's Foundation, an organi-
zation that has helped bring 
speakers to Ithaca College. 
Custer had worked with them be-
fore in that capacity. 
PHOTO BY PETER DAVIS 
JUNIOR ROGER CUSTER prepares to give his speech Friday at the 
30th annual Conservative Political Action Conference In Arlington, Va. 
The 
Thursday, Feb 6. and Friday, Feb. 7 
9 .~.m. -. 1 p.m. & 2 to 5 p.m. 
in room 220, Roy H. Park Hall. · 
·Fee: $20 for 12 shots 
(cash, checks, VISA or MasterCard only_!) 
to be paid at the .time of the sitting. 
You must han~ your portruit taken to be induckd in tht book. 
O\IY PORTR .\ ITS T\KE\ BY f\lCGRATH STL1DIOS CAN BE I\CLLDED I\ l !IL 'l 1-. \RH< H lk 
All registration for portraits is now taking place ONLINE! 
To schedule your appointment, follow these directions: 
lf\STRL;CTIOi\S FOR SIG\l:\(i l PHH~ PORTRAITS 
I . Go to the phot()~ raphn · s; \\ ch p;1~1..·: http: \\ \\ \\ Ill\..' ~rath "I udio-, .\..'Dill 
~- l' ndcr the heading ··sign up for your portrait app< 1int mcnt nm, ... c I ick 011 the "Sl·h1..·du k \ppt q 1111111..·111 ·· I 111 k . 
.>. On the fiN line. enter the school pa-,-,\\ord: ic3. Then click the ··Shm, Appointm1..·nt Calendar .. ht>\. 
-+. RL'ad the S1..·-..-,iu11 l11lt1rmatiofl pa~ 1..· 1..·ar1..·l1illy. ThL·n clil'k the ho\ titled "Clid.: Herc to \lake an .\ppl1 ifltm1..·11 t ... 
). Clil"k ofl the I iflh: for th1..· da) ) ou "i-..h t() ha\ c your portrait 1;1kc11. 
6. Click on the time you \\ ant to schedule your appointment. 
7. Fill in the .--\ppointmL·nt Rcqttl'-..t Form .111d click thL· ··set Appointment B<,,.·· 
S. Your appoint1111..·111 i" fl l)\\ ..., ,.- lwdukd . Ir )<lll flL'L'd to check ofl the tinll' lall'r on. )Oll m;t) do',() Lhi11~ th1..· ··J.ouk l 'p 1()ll!' -\ppl1111tmL'llt". 
li11k llfl lhL· S1..·hL·duk \ppc11fltlllL'lll l1;1~1..'. 
t)_ ll)<lll ll1..'L'd !1 1 l·,111l·~·l 1 1r l·l1.111~~- )11w :q~111 1 i111111l'llt. )11u 111u--11..·,dl \ldir;ilh Studi1,, _ h1ll 11n·. ;111~(Hl1 _.:;~\-'f1~I. \p p(1i11t111l·11h 1..·:11111111 hl' 
l' h a 11 ~ 1..' d n 11 I i 1 1 L' . 
For more information, contact the Cayugan office, 
room Wl -in the Bogart Hall Basement, next to the Quads mailroom or 27 4-1102. 
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Full Service 
Beauty & Tanning Studio 
307 S.· Meadow St. • Ithaca, NY 14850 • 272-7402 
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· ~ Want a Job or internship In the Communl~atlons 
z 
~ ~i 
a >- field? Coordinated by Ithaca College, Cornell 
· ~ -- Unlverslti,,_~use.Unlvenlty,LelloyneColler,e . · ~ 
l and COlgc;ite Universlt'1, this program provides . 
i _ students with th, opportunit~ to· 1nt~lew for 
8 entry-level Jobs and Internships with large and 
i small firms In. the communications lndust~. 
LL Students mud subml~ a resum, and-cover letter § 
n:i for each position the, are appll,lng for. This J !f8CI', the Consortium wlD. be ~ · oil AS,rll 14, a,. 
.., I 16 _at S1'ftlcuse Unlvers._,. All moJon welcome! . · 
~ - . Important-Dates: 
·t:: 
w D Februcny 12, »o2 - lnfonnatton Session (optional) 
6:15 p.m. .. 7:15 p.m.,Textor IOS . -
fJ February 13, 2002_ - lnformatlo~ Session (optional) 











11':W Feb.rumy 20, 2002 • Resume Submission Deadline! . -a 
~ Resumes should be submitted to the Career Services, :::s 
e Campus Recrultingofflce r-> 
~ 
ai . ' . ' . .; 'I';. ~ 
D For more Information about this event please visit: f · www.ithoco.edu/cnycc 8 
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✓ Stlldent Discounts 
✓ Ptofessfoaal •rtendlng Tr~Jnrng 
✓ Tips on Anding• Top Paying Job 
✓ 8.-co,ne a T.,_.ted, SodaUy 
Co,uctou.s Barte,,_ 
✓ Nallonal netu"ura.:atAuodation 
AkobolAwaretMU.....,_. 
✓ Great Pat'HIN or SUm...,. Jolt 
LIIARN TO 1IAIITl!IID 'r ---------. IN A Wlll!DNDI TWO SPRING DATF .. 5!?! 
February 21 - 23 
. - CIC &3 liill OR Febnmry "28 • March 2 








Web Ho~~ $10/month, $100/year 
No Domains, l E-mail, 25 Megs, SSL, CGI 
Dialup $20/month, $200/year 
56K, 6 E-mails, News, 25Megs, SSL, CGI 
Domains, $10/month, $100/year 
10 E-IDa~s, 25 megs per domain 
, Business High Speed $250/month, $2500/year 
.5 Gigs free, $10/Gig, Unlimited E-mails, News, DNS . 
Colocations $250/month, $2500/year 
3· Machines, 5 Gigs free, $10/Gig, 24x7 Acces-s, DNS 
Want Internet? Get Lightlink. 
. (It can ch~nge your life!) 
Whatever yo~r major✓ study abroad-can work for ·you! Whether it is 
your first intern;1tional experience/ or you are a repeat study-abroade0 
there are progr_ams out there that match your interests and needs. 
WANT MORE INFORMATION? 
COME TO AN INF05ESSION! 
• General studv ~br(Jad Info sessions~· 
. Tues., 2/4; 12:10-1:05, Textor 103 
Thurs., 2/6; 12:10-1:05, Textor 103 
Wed., 2/12; 5:00-6:00, Textor 103 
London center tnfo. sessions.· 
Wed., 2/5; 7:00-8:00, Textor 101 
Tues., 2/11; 12:10-1:05, Textor 101 
Thurs., 2/13; 6:00-7:00, Textor 103 
New Australia · Program! · 
Ithaca Down · under Info sessions: 
Thurs., 1/~;.12:1.0-1:05, textor 103 · 
. Wed., 2/S; 6:00-7:00, Textor 103 
Thurs., 2/13; 5:00-6:00, Textor 102 
-rues., 2/18; 12:10-1:05, Textor 103 
For more information, contact the 
Office of International Programs at 27 4-3306 
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Thawed walkway reopens 
BY KATIE MASLANKA 
Staff Writer 
The Baker Walkway reopened 
Friday afternoon after icy conditions 
forced it to close two days earlier. 
Opened in 1999, the walkway 
connects the James J. Whalen 
Center for Music with the J-lot 
behind the Towers and is the main 
access point between upper and 
lower campus. 
Physical Plant Director Rick 
Couture said there are several fac-
tors that led to the ice buildup on 
the walkway. 
Extreme cold followed by pe-
riods of sun caused condensation 
to build, Couture said. Because the 
walkway is exposed to_ wind, it is 
more susceptible to freezing. Ad-
ditionally, people using the walk-
way track in slush an(i snow, 
which creates more buildup. 
Both Couture and Arthur Os-
trander, dean of the School of 
Music, said concerns for student 
safety prompted the closing of the 
walkway. · 
Freshman Susan Hahn, who 
lives in the East Tower, said she 
was frustrated that she had to walk 
up and down outdoor stairs in win-
ter conditions to 'get to classes. 
"I use the walkway every day, 
at least once a day, usually prob-
ably about four or five times a 
day," she said. "When you don't 
have it, it's such a colder walk, and 
it's really a big inconvenience." 
The walkway is the shortest 
route for disabled students to take 
to the upper campus, said Leslie 
Schettino, director of support ser-
vices for students wit'h disabilities. 
"Without that walkway, access 
is severely limited," she said. 
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MASTER MECHANIC MICHAEL MALONEY cleans the Baker 
Walkway. The walkway was closed due to ice Jan. 29-31. 
However, Ostrander said he 
was unaw~re of any disabled stu-
dents who needed that access at 
this time. 
. Ostrander said prospective 
students auditioning last weekend 
are an example of non-campus 
members who use the walkway. 
Community members attending 
events at the music school also use 
it since they often park in the J-lot. 
Once the temperature · stopped 
dropping below zero at night, 
propane heaters were placed in the 
walkway to melt the ice. 
"I was very pleased at how ef-
fective the heating was to break up 
the ice masses," said Ostrander. 
Because last winter was a 
milder one, ice buildup was not se-
vere, Ostrander said. 
He added that when the walk-
way was originally constructed, ar-
chitects had not anticipated the ef-
fect that extreme cold would 
have. Since closing the walkway 
is a rare occurrence and would 
only happen again under extreme 
conditions, he said, it is not like-
ly that a heating system will be in-
stalled or other preventative 
measures will be taken. 
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Fonner surgeon _general 
to discuss health care access 
BY MARC KLEIN 
Contributing Writer 
A former U.S. surgeon general 
will discuss health care concerns 
. facing minorities as part of Black 
History Month at the college. 
M. Joycelyn Elders, the first 
black woman to -hold the post of 
surgeon general, will 
give a speech titled 
"Health Care Dispari-
ties· in the Minority 
Community" on 
Wednesday at 7 p.m. in 
·Park Hall Auditorium. 
"It depends on where you 
are," she said. "If you're in the in-
ner cities, maybe, but there are 
many minorities who do have 
health care. It depends." r- · 
Elders was appointed director of 
the Arkansas· Department of 
Health in 1987 by then-Governor 
Bill Clinton. During her time there, 
she increased the num-
ber of early childhood 
screenings by tenfold 
and nearly doubled the 
immunization rate for 
2-year-olds in 
Arkansas. 
The Office of Multi- · 
cultural Affairs and the 
Office of the Provost are 
sponsoring the speech, 





ders to the position of 
U.S. surgeon general of 
the Public Health Ser-
vice on Sept. 8, 1993. 
David Speller, assistant direc-
tor of multicultural affairs, said El-
ders ' speech is a continuation of 
a health symposium· that was 
held in October 2002. He said he 
· hopes the former surgeon gener-
al will provide a i:iational per-
spective on this health care issue. 
. He sai_d Elders• · speech will 
give students a chance to think 
about discrepancies in access to 
good health care. 
"Certainly it's driven a lot of 
times by class and economics," 
Speller said_. "And should it be? 
Should everyone have a right to 
good health care? I think it's been · 
an issue on the national front for 
quite a while now." 
So Young Ho, a sophomore ex-
ercise science major, said she is in-
terested in what Elders has to say and 
believes that, in some instances, race 
is a factor in health care access. 
She focused on health care reform, 
as well as comprehensive health ed-
ucation including sexual education 
in schools. 
After 15 months in the position, 
she was forced to resign for mak-
ing controversial statements 
about sex education. 
Speller said that this was not a 
factor in bringing Elders here. 
"One of the places that should 
have the most tolerance and the 
most understanding for those 
types of issues is on a campus of 
higher education," he said. 
Elders is currently a professor of 
public health at the University of 
Arkansas Medical Center. 
Speller said Elders wiH host a 
master class for students in the 
·school ofHealth·Sciences and Hu-
man Performance, and have 
breakfast with faculty members and 
a luncheon with OMA students. 
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LIGHTS, CAMERA, ACTION!!~ 
TO REGISTER OR TO GET MORE INFORMATION CALL 
US AT 274-1698 OR SEND AN E-MAIL TO saa@ithaca.edu 
WITH YOUR NAME AND HOME ADDRESS. 
SPACE IS LIMITED SO HURRY UP AND REGISTER 
TODAY! 
WE HOPE TO SEE YOU AND YOUR LITTLE SIBLING 
ATTEND LITTLE SIBS WEEK.ENiJ '03, WHICH IS SURE 
TO BE A FUN FILLED WEEKEND FOR BOTH YOU AND 
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MATT BOONE, a social worker at the Counsellng Center, speaks at an Information 
panel about eating disorders and the role of lndlvl~uals who suspect that a friend is 
suffering from an eating disorder. Other speakers at the forum, which was Monday 
night in Textor 102, Included students, counselors and nutrition specialists. 
Planning to take .the LSAT, MCAT, or GMAT 'exam? 
Apply'for a ~LAN Scholarship 
. to:help y~u prepare.: . . 
' 
*Course must be taken in Ithaca within one year of ~ward. 
Sponsored by Careet Services and 
KAPLAN Educational Centers 
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Facing eating disorders 
Panel focuses on helping friends confront food issues 
BY LIZ KOWALSKI 
Contributing Writer_ 
Being a good friend means being there for 
someone in a time of need. Helping a friend 
with an eating disorder can be especially dif-
ficult, but a panel of experts offered advice on 
how to do just that at a forum Monday night. 
Aiding someone with an eating disorder 
begins by informing yourself, said Matt 
Bool}e, a social worker at the Counseling 
Center. He spoke as part of a panel at "How 
to Help a Friend: An Eating Disorder Forum" 
sponsored by Body-Related Issues, Discus-
sion Groups, Educatiori and Support, the 
Health Promotion Committee and Student 
Government Association. 
As societal pressures increase, more 
teens find themselves struggling with eat-
ing disorders, panelists said. 
"Society sends us · mixed messages," 
said Jean Lawless, assistant professor of 
· health promotion and human movement. 
"[We live in a] society of consumption ver-
sus images of very small, thin women." 
Lawless stressed the importance of 
healthy nutrition and the idea of "health at 
any size," which focuses on eating in nor-
mal, healthy ways rather than on weight. 
Sue Travis, dietetic program director at 
Cornell University, said dysfunctional, ir-
regular and chaotic eating patterns are be-
coming normal. Many people have trouble 
. moving on from eating disorders because 
those individuals see their habits as solutions 
to many problems, Travis said. 
"Dieting and bingeing are becoming the 
norm in disordered eating," she said. 
Over-exercising is another way in 
which a person can develop an eating dis-
order, Getzin said. 
He said some consequences of over-ex-
ercising include a decrease in the body's abil-
ity tp produce red blood cells, which carry 
oxygen to the body, and a decrease in the 
body's ability to produce prot~-n that helps 
the body heal. Some signs that a person may 
be over-exercising include an obsession with 
burning off food just eaten and a strict dai-
ly regimen of working out, sometimes 
more than one time a day, he said. 
Boone said it is important to develop a 
plan of action for talking with a friend with 
an eating disorder. Set a time and a place, 
preferably somewhere private, so that the per-
son feels less vulnerable, he said. 
It is important to make sure friends with 
eating disorders know that hope and help are 
available, Boone said. 
"Be honest and speak from a place of 
compassion," he said. "Leave the diagnosis 
to someone else." 
He also suggested avoiding confrontation, 
giving excessive advice and delivering ulti-
matums. Suggesting alternatives to counsel-
ing, such as seeing a nutritionist, or attend-
ing a group counseling session, may also prove 
to be helpful and less threatening, Boone said. 
As much as you may want to help the per-
son, it is important to be aware of your lim- · 
its and know that "you cannot be the only one 
helping this person," Boone added. 
It is also important to remember to be pa-
tient, he said. · 
"People change when they are ready to 
change. It takes time," Boone said. 
The forum was the first of three events spon-
sored by BRIDGES in recognition of Eating 
Disorder Awareness Month. An eating disor-
der screening will be held on Feb. 18 from 11 
a.m. to 3 p.m., in Klingenstein Lounge. A view-
ing of the film "Andrea's Voice," the struggle 
of a young girl who experience4 a heart attack 
as a direct result of an eating disorder, will be 
held on Feb. 25 at 8 p.m. in Textor 102. 
BRIDGES; a group aimed at providing 
awareness and support about eating disor-
ders and body images, meets every other 
Monday at 7 p.m. in the North Meeting 
Room, Campus Center. 
TRUEI . . Da,y1 Cagle 
Do You Like 
Talking On 
The Phone?? 





• Call accepted students to 
tell them about Ithaca 
• Free pizza and soda 
• Welcome prospective . 
students 
• ,Talk on the telephone 
IC Admissions Office 
The Phonathon will be helt:l 
5:30 - 9:00 p.m. 
on Sunday - Thursday the weeks of: 
> February ~h - 13th 
> February 16th - 20th 
> March 17th - 20th 
> March 23rd - 27th 
March 30th - April 3rd 
QUESTIONS CONTACT: Admissions@ 274-3124 or jberry@ithaca.edu. 
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SINGING VALENTINES 
SURPRI~E YOUR 
• paint your own pottery. 
. SWEETHEART! 
$35 sends a love song 
and a rose delivered by a 
quartet in formal 
attire to your special someone 
at your specified location. 
new pieces are in 
we just got some very cool new pieces 
come check them out! · To order this unique gift call 
277-1182 or locate Ithaca at 
www.singingvalentines.com. J.:..:l ,' , ,. - ~••~-::-• • ::_,,_;- ..:)_l_,; 
' . ' -; . ~--. - - ' 
and NOT _ 
just_ on-line 
London ...... $296 
Paris .......... $229 
Amsterdam.: .$227 
Sydnev~-···•1525 
Madrid ......... $303 
Rio -de Janeiro .. $538 
Fare~ roundtrip from Syracuse. Subject to change and availability. Tax not 
· included. R~lona and blackOl.lb apply. 
~~~~~~ •~~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!...,, 
"JIMPRESS·YC>ffiZ · 
PARENTS WITft YOUR. 
EXCEIIBNf !AST£ IN · 
REsrAURANTS. MAJ<f· 
REsERVATIONS FOR; 
G a . .. .. ~ : l ~lfillllllr.,... . •. '. . . • . · ... I p afll 
. . 
~ . . . 
. . . 
-
ns•:olt'lKN 'ROA'P 2,..?3- 99'2.S 
. ~6UNJ>AY@i:oo&~ 
. - - - .. . 
,·. ~ .. ,...--"'!:" ..... , ·,: j 
. . .,,:;;x;~·~'s<~:-''"·',. 
.. /~~·0:z'::;,;::::;-~. 
Tickets ;vailable at the Ticket Center at the Clinton House, 
Willard Straight Hall, Dillingham Center and all Ticketmaster Outlets. 
www.statetheatreofithaca.com. · 
Need a ·break. fro111 the books? 
Grab your college ID & 
Come and ski or board at 
~ 
MOUNTAIN RESORI' 
. Cortland, NY 
www:greekpeak.net 
607-835-611 l 
With your college ID you get 
- $8 off a day ticket 
$4 off a night ticket. 
..... _ .. _._._ .. _ .. _.,_ .. _ .. _ .. _ .. _,,_, __ ,,_ .. 
-
11(!~,ls ~ J)ttu ~'5,fJ/£1 • ! 
NATURALLY GREAT FOOD!. 1
1 
• 








-308-310 STEWART AVE i 
177-4710 i 
: Open llon: 8am-2Pm • Tues-Fri: &am-Midnight : 
· I Sat I Sun: 9:30am-Mldn[ght • Major Credit Carda Accepted I 
,-■•-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-·•-i•-··-
Experience the Julie A. Stone Salon 
We carry Aveda 
products 
Over 35 years 
experience 
. You' 11 never want to go home again 
10% off all cuts 
20% off all foils 
First visit with student ID and this ad 
By a_ppointment: Tuesday and Wednesday only JO a.m.- 2 p.m . 
124 The Commons • Ithaca~ NY 14850 • 607-27 5-3640 
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Jan.25 
• Fire alarm 
Location: Terrace 8 
Summary: Fire alarm caused by burned 
popcorn. System reset. · 
Security Officer Fred Stickane. 
• Conduct code violation 
Location: Terrace Dining Hall 
Summary: Officer found three people tres-
passing. Three warned for trespassing and 
two judicially referred for acts of dishonesty 
for providing false names. 
Security Officer Amy Chilson. 
• Follow-up 
Location: Campus Center 
Summary: During follow-up investigation, 
one judicially referred for harassment and 
use of marijuana as a result of subject's • 
actions in the Campus Center Jan. 23. 
Investigator Laura Durling. 
• Unlawful possession - marijuana 
Location:.Lyon Hall 
Summary: During follow-up investigation, 
one judicially referred for possession of 
drug paraphernalia. 
Investigator Laura Durling. 
• Unlawful possession- marijuana 
Location: Landon Hall .. 
Summary: During follow-up investigation, 
one referred for judicial action for provid-
ing marijuana to others. 
ln~estigator Laura DurUng. 
• Unlawful possession - marijuana 
Location: Terrace 7 
Summary: During follow-up investigation, 
officers found marijuana. One referred for 
. judicial action for possession of marijuana. 
Patrol Officer William Kerry. 
" 
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Select Pub I ic Safety Log 
· Incidents f >' . ',, 
Jan. 25-27 
• Unlawful posting 
Lqcation: Terrace 9 
Summary: Caller reported unauthorized 
fliers. Case under investigation. ·. 
Sgt. Ronald Hart. 
• Fire alarm 
Location: Terrace 8 
Summary: Fire alarm due to activated 
smoke detector. No smoke or fire. Officers 
unable to C,etermine a cause. System reset. 
Patrol Officer Richard Curtiss. 
Jan.26 
• Conduct code violation 
Location:Terrace 3 . 
Summary: Caller reported a highly intoxi-
cated person. Ambulance transported per-
son to CMG. One judicially referred for · 
irresponsible use of alcohol. 
Patrol Officer Fred~rick Thomas. 
• Graffiti 
Location: Clarke Hall . 
Summary: Caller reported that unknown 
persons wrote a bias-related/homophobic 
remark on a door. Case under investigation. 
Patrol Officer Robert Hightchew. 
• Criminal mischief · 
Location: Hilliard Hall 
Summary: Officer rep9rted noise violation. 
Two judicially referred for noise. 
Security Officer Mike ~all. 
•Graffiti · 
Location: Terrace 4 
Summary: Caller reported unknown persons 
made a bias-related/gender offensive draw-
ing on a door. Case under investigation. 
Sgt. Ronald Hart. 
• Fire alarm 
Location: Terrace '8 
Summary: Fire alarm due to burned food. 
System reset. · • 
-Patrol Officer Frederic~ Thomas. 
Jan.27 
• Criminal mischief 
Location: Terrace 12 
Summary: Officer reported that unknow·n 
persons damaged exit sign. Case under 
investigation. 
Patrol Officer Robert Hightchew. 
• Larceny 
Location: East Tower 
Summary: Caller reported theft of wallet 
Jan. 25. Case under investigation. 
Patrol Officer Frederick Thomas. 
• Information only 
Location: Hood Hall 
between 2:30 and 5:30 p.m. Case under 
investigation. 
Patrol Officer Robert Hightchew. 
• V& T violation - leaving the scene 
Location: S-lot 
Summary: Caller reported parked vehicle 
being damaged by another vehicle that then 
left the scene. Case under investigation. 
Patrol OffiGer F.rederick Thomas. 
• Medical assist 
Location: Terrace 7 
Summary: Caller requested an ambulance 
for person who was ill. Officer responded 
and found person with flu-like symptoms. 
Ambulance was not needed, friends trans-
ported person to CMG. Enyironmental 
Health and Safety Officer Enoch Perkins. 
• Unlawful possession - marijuana 
Location: Terrace 11 
Summary: Caller.reported odor of marijua-
. na. Three-referred for possession of mari-
juana and underage possession of alcohol. 
Patrol Officer William Kerry. 
For the complete Public Safety Log, visit 
www.ithaca.edu/ithacan. 
KEY Summar.y: Officer reported that an exit sign 
tiad been damaged. Case und~r investiga-
tion. Patrol Officer Robert Hightchew. 
• Conduct code violation 
Summary: Caller reportedJ.~I_Hn.9..an~.thqn. ., 
going to the Health Center for injury to right' , ·-:; 
knee and neck pain. Report filed with Office 
P"'!q :::- Cayuga Medical Center 
'.OWi~ Driving while intoxicated 
IFD - Ithaca Fire Department 
!PD- Ithaca Police Department Location: Lyon Hall , 
Summary: Officer found two in possession of 
alcohol. Two judicially referred for possession 
of alcohol. Security Officer Amy Chilson. 
• Conduct code violation 
Location: Holmes Hall 
of Public Safety but no action required. 
Patrol Officer Craig Reynolds. · 
• Larceny 
Location: Hill Center 
Summary: Caller reported unknown per-
sons stole wallet ·and other items Jan. 25, 




·'R,~u;d,. E ,q.>er~ 
,· 
, MVA - Motor vehicle accident 
RA - Resident assistant 
TCSD - Tompkins County Sheriff's 
Department · 
V& T - Vehicle and-traffic violation 
College Circle sample noor plan 
-The Office of.Residential :Life announces the first 
·.:·! Spring 2003 College Circle Apartments Open-H0use {ln·· 
Wednesda½ February 12th lrolil .6·::S_pm 
Tour:-s of various apartment types will be available. Stop· by. with your 
family aet'er the football game and show them our newest housing option! 
Questions?. Call the College Circle Ofh'ce at 27 4-14 7 4. 
Shuttle service 1s available throughout campus: 
departs from 
Rowland parking lot 
time 
6:00, 6:30, 7:00, 7:30 
Quad tennis courts 6:05 , 6:35, 7:05. -7:35 
Terrace Circle: _ 6:10, 6 ,4Q,7:10, .7:4;0 
Towers Concourse ··6:15, tr45>7\5f.1.1i · · •: /°' 
College . ¢'ir~le A.partm:ent 6:20, 6~50, 7:20, !:50• 
·-•departs,for, .mai1u;amisus at 6:25, 6:55, 7:25, & 7:55. 
Quote of the week 
"Dieting and bingeing are becom-
ing the norm in disordered eating." 
-Sue Travis, Page 8 
Editorials 
Time for charige 
Bias committee agrees to hear concerns 
Bias Alerts are not working. That's according to a recent e-mail from the Diversity Awareness Committee which shows that the number of bias-
related incidents has not decreased at.all since the Bias-
Related Incidents Committee was fonned five years ago. 
In a letter to the editor last issue, the committee re-
sponded to long-standing concerns that it places lim-
its on freedom of Speech at Ithaca College. The com-
mittee agreed to.listen to suggestions from the campus. 
One of the first things members of the Bias-Relat-
ed Incidents Committee should do is take a look at the 
recommendations that came from the Diversity 
Awareness Committee. Those constructive suggestions 
focus on creating a campuswide dialogue about of-
fensive speech. Such a dialogue would be far more ef- · 
fective at eradicating hatred than Bias Alert posters that 
create an atmosphere of fear and stifle free expression. 
Committee chairman Rory Rothman is soliciting 
input from the campus ~bout this issue. Anyone who 
has ever been upset, intrigued or confused by a Bias 
Alert should write to the committee with thoughtful 
and honest comments. 
The committee should certainly be commended for 
admitting that it does not· have all the answers an~ 
opening itself to outside suggestions. It bas those sug- ,. 
gestions from the Diversity Awareness Committee, 
and now it is time to find out how the rest of the cam-
pus feels. Bias committee members should ·be · pre-
pared to listen to and consider all points -of view, no . 
matter how· critical soine statements might be. 
By eliminating the divisive Bias Alerts, the com- · -
mittee 'Y~uld take an important step towar~ gaining 
· the und1V1ded support of tb_e campus. 
Flagpole· controversy ~ 
Accountability needed 
Kudos to The Ithacan for last 
week's terrific coverage of the deba=-
cle involving Maura Stephens. With-
out your top-note~ reporting, there's 
no · doubt . Ithaca College would be 
funding her antiwar political crusade. 
It's troubling that Stephens misled 
four administrators about her inten-
Deeis«Jn ·shoutd 1riitJtr. . made qurekty 
After two years of discussion and debate, Ithaca 
College has decided to stick a 23-foot metal rod into 
the ground. And while the college was correct to gath-
er opinions from all sections of the campus community 
on the issue of flying special interest flags, it should 
not have taken two years to make this decision. 
,1 _..,..~,. but tbPse same administraton 
·must be held accountable for failing 
to even question how t"e college's 
money would be spent. 
·What's most troubling is that construction of the sec-
ond pole was the easy decision. Will the Campus Life 
Committee need to agonize for another two years about 
which groups get to fly their flags at which times and 
at what height on the new pole? Hopefully not. It should 
. not take any longer tlian until the end of the semester 
to set the protocol for flying special interest flags. 
When the first one went up below. the American flag, 
it became clear that there was no poli~y to govern fla,g 
flying, and it was suggested that another pole be built. 
Yet more than a year and a half went by before ad-
ministrators held a forum about that idea. The emotional 
issue raised concern across campus and was too im-
portant to be allowed to sit dormant for that long. 
·· Certainly consultation with the community is es-
sential when making major decisions. The college 
should take pride in its willingness to gather student 
opinion and then take it to heart. But sometimes a 
committee and consultants are not the answer; lead-
ership is. Sometimes the simplest solution - in this 
case building another flagpole - is the best solution. 
It shouldn't take two years to recognize that fact. 
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I was also saddened about Presi- . 
dent Peggy Williams' apparent lack of 
interest and knowledge about 
Stephens' expensive venture. Com-
mon sense might be hard to c·ome by 
in academia, but Williams should have 
done the right thi~g and revoked the · 
$2,000 once she learned of 
Stephens' plans . 
_ Williams and her deputies have 
gone to great lengths to attract alum-
ni- donations, but an episode like this 
c~n erase all that hard· work. This in-
cident is proof administrators don't 
know -how to ~pend their money. Stu-
dents and alumni must keep a close 
eye on thei.r college, otherwise such 
wastefulness _will continue. 
ROBERT·&. BLUEY '01 
Iraq trip a positive· step 
Your article "Employee joins Iraq 
peace delegation" implies that Maura 
Stephens attempted to mislead the 
cpllege about her reasons for trav~ling 
to Iraq. -That simply is not true. 
Stephens' integrity is impeccable, and 
she would never attempt to manipulate 
the provost's office or anyone else at 
Ithaca College·. She is traveling to Iraq 
in order to witness fii:sthand the tragic 
consequences of sanctions that have 
killed, to date, approximately 500,000 
Iraqi children. She and others with 
whom s~e is traveling will be ·taking 
medicines and gifts to Iraqi mothers 
who are forced to watch their children 
expire from hunger and diseases re-
sulting from sanctions. 
Stephens' statement that "most 
Americans ·do not support their gov-
ernment's plan to wage war on Iraq" is 
accurate. Polls show that the American 
people do riot want to launch a pre-
emptive strike, possibly with atomic 
weapons, against the Iraqi people. 
Letters 
The Ithacan s questioning of the' 
legality of Maura and her delegation 
visiting Iraq is ridiculous. Showing 
love and compassion for the Iraqi peo-
ple is an act of courage and generos-
ity and, therefore, is obedience to a 
law that supercedes the State Depart-
ment's edicts regarding travel to 
Baghdad. 
Maura Stephens is acting in the best 
interest of this .. college, the Ithaca 
community and our nation. She 
should be · honored for her courage, 
rather than maligned by students writ-
ing fof The Ithacan. 
FRED WILCOX 
Associate Professor of Writing 
Secr~t agenda revealed 
A couple of years ago, the Department 
of Politics decided not to contribute $50 
to bring an African-American speaker 
onto campus whose sole agenda was to 
attack affirmative action during Black 
History Mqnth. At that. time, you 
· mounted · a vicious smear 
campaign against us in the naine of free 
speech. Now you are just as vicious-
·ly attacking those offices that initially 
agreed to fund Maura Stephens) visit to 
Iraq (Jan. 30). What happened to your ad-
vocacy of tolerance in this instance? 
· I'm afraid you are pushing a very un-
. savory political agenda: silencing 
those with whose views you disagree 
by creating a climate of fear and in-
timidation and by claiming to speak .in 
·the l)ame of"the campus." You are do-
. ing ~ great disservice to the Ithaca Col-
lege community, and I hope that 
someday students will have the matu-
rity tQ look back with shame at your un-
ethical and opportunistic condu~t. 
ASMA BARLAS 
Associate Professor and Chairwoman, 
• Department of Politics 
Leftist slant evident 
I becam~ incredibly incensed at read-
ing the article in The Ithacan about 
Maura Stephens' trip to Iraq on a sup-
posed "peace mission." I cannot believe 
no one in the administration ever 
thought of scrutinizing Ms: Stephens' 
request for college funding considering 
1) the leg.ality of it, 2) the purpose of 
the trip, 3) usage of Ithaca -College's 
name, and 4) the legality of going to 
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Iraq given the current climate we are in. 
It goes to show me that they have no 
clue how to discern true reputable aca-
demic discourse and research versus ac-
tivist-based, agenda-driven · id~-
alogues running their own agendas on ,. . 
the college's· dime and reputation. Al-
though the administration is quick to 
wrap themselves around the banner of 
promoting "academic fr~dom," they in 
actuality have fostered ah entrenchm¢nt 
of ultra-liberalism and neo-leftist ac-
tivism run unchecked by the equal dis-
course of · opposing conservative 
viewpoints that rarely if ever get 
heard within the halls of IC. Ms. 
Stephens is an avowed far-left liberal 
and it has become plainly evident that 
. the Ithaca College Quarterly and a sig-
nificant faction of the IC faculty are not 
·only slanted toward a left-wing liberal 
agenda, but rarely if ever challenged 
with opposing vie~ints in any ofIC's 
publications or in academic forums. As 
much as IC likes to tout itself as a col-
lege rich 'in diversity, it is far from be-
ing a bastion of diversity in the politi-
cal/ideological arena! This is largely due 
to the laziness of the administration and 
the myopia of faculty-of not recogniz-
ing this inequity in the academic debate 
in IC. This detracts from the richness 
and e.xcitement of hearing two oppos-
ing sides go head to head whereby 
members of the public can form their 
own opinions based on a fair and bal-
anced exchange and debate of ideas. 
DAVID KIM '99 
Stephens courageous 
I wish to publicly commend staff 
member Maura Stephens on her hu-
manitarian trip to Iraq. The alleged 
controversy surrounding her trip is sil-
ly; I am proud to be an alumnus of an 
institution. that employs such pro-
gressive individuals. 
. I've had the pleasure of knowing 
Maura and her husband George for 
about four years. I've worked with both 
of them at the college (George took a 
course in the Department of Theatre 
Arts for which I was the teaching as-
sistant) ami in the community (Maura 
served as president of the Board of Di-
rectors of the Center for Crime Victim 
and Sexual Assault Services of Tomp-
kins County when I was employed 
there). Both-are firmly committed to the 
'
1 See LETTERS , -Page 14 
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Strive for nonviolence 
in Middle East conflict 
My experiences in Israel and 
Palestine during wjnter break 
reinforced my strongly held 
belief that violence will not solv~ 
the problems in the area, and that 
international attention MUST be 
placed on supporting nonviolent 

















group to deliver food and 
money to our Palestinian 
friend named Faiz. Recently he 
had experienced many 
tragedies. He was shot with a 
rubber bullet by ~he Israeli 
Defense Force· while walking 
near an Israeli settlement. His 
home was demolished by the 
IDF. When we walked to the 
gate of his village to meet him, 
we were met by Israeli guards. 
They told us it was illegal to go 
by the gate of the Palestinian 
village. We finally managed to 
convince them to let us meet 
Faiz halfway down the road. 
When we met him, more Israeli 
security showed up, took 
Faiz's ID, and told us to leave. 
They said if we came back they 
would shoot one of us in- the 
head. Faiz was being punished 
minding on Israeli land, 
and we were being forced out 
PHOTO BY ERIC LIEB 
PEACE ACTIVISTS ·TALK to Palestlolans through a fence at an 
Israeli check point Palestlnlana are required to remain on the 
sidewalk !)n the ottw side of the fence. 
because we broke a norm of 
Israeli society. 
During my stay in Jerusalen:i, 
I tried to participate in an olive 
tree planting - an act of peace 
with about 150 people, 
including _Israeli, Palesti~ian 
and international peace activists. 
This activity was to take place 
near the West Bank Gush Etzion 
settlement bloc, where we 
would be touring the possible 
expansion of the settlements. 
However, at the checkpoint, we 
were told we could not continue 
because of an Army-issued 
closed military zone that was 
suddenly established in our path. 
Under a closed military zone, 
civilians are not allowed to be in 
the area. Yet during that time, the 
military was letting Israeli 
settlers enter. After an hour, I 
and several othets tried to take 
Palestinian taxis to the area 
through another road. However, 
just as we were about to depart, 
the Israeli 11\ilitary .blocked our 
way with their Jeeps. Here e 
were, Palestinians, Israelis and 
internationals, all striving to 
interact and share an experience 
with one another, only to be 
blocked once again by the gun. 
Lo and behold, after we left, the 
closed military zone was 
reopened, and the land was once 
again safe from the building 
blocks of peace. 
Earlier in• the trip, I witnessed 
Prime Minister Ariel Sharon 
make a speech to more than 3,000 
· Jewish students from around the 
world. This seeech was made 
~early 30-minutes after a double 
suicide bombing in Tel-Aviv. 
Sharon stated that "the solution to 
what we have seen. tonight is one: 
our Zionist way and first of all, 
Aliyah [Jewish immigration to 
Israel]." No, Mr. Sharon, the 
solution to . tel,"fOrism is not the 
current "Zionist way" of 
oppression, violence and 
alienation. The solution to 
terrorism is not telling all Jews to 
immigrate to Israel, just as the 
solution to ending Israeli military 
and civilian occupation of the 
1967 Palestinian territories is not 
terrorism or invasion. 
Since the majority of this 
. world seemingly condemns 
Palestinian violence, they should 
support Palestinian nonviolent 
resistance. Terror will only stop 
once the world focuses on the 
efforts of the peace community in 
both Israel and Palestine. Also, 
Israelis and Palestinians must 
make more efforts to reach out 
and interact with each other, and 
the Israeli Anny has to let them. 
Erk Lieb is.a junior television-
radio major. E-mail him at 
carmanucci@cs.com. 
The Way 
I See It · 
GOP shows its true colors 
with office quo~ hypocrisy 
When a politician pursues his values 
inconsistently and applies them to one 
situation and not another · in the name of 
generating political capital, he and his party 
should be reprimanded by the media and the 
people. I am disappointed that the Republican 




out against affimiative 
action policies when 
used in • college 
admission offices but 
supports them in their 
own plan to pursue 
minoi;ity staffers. · 
If colleges judge 
students based purely on 
academic merit and 
substance, then 
shouldn't voters choose 
to support a political 
party based on the actual 
services provided by that 
party? In the wake of the Trent Lott fiasco, 
Republicans are choosing to-act affirmatively 
in their pursuit of minority recruits, despite 
publicly . opposing affirmative action 
programs. 
From the Jan. 28 edition of The 
Washington Post: "At the request of party 
leaders in the House, the black conservatives 
brought resumes from blacks from around the 
country ready to work in Republican offices 
in Washington. . . . A 2001 study by the 
Congressional Management Foundation 
found that 8 percent of the more than 20,000 
Hill staffers were black and that 1 percent are 
Republicans." 
Republicans are making a. concerted 
effort to attract minorities, but not with the 
content of their policy, which is how 
politicians should be judged. If Republican 
policy really helped 
minorities, they 
wouldn't have to 
recruit them to work 
in their offices. If 
the average black 
per~on asked the 
president, "Have you 
done anything for 
me lately?" the 
president would 
be ·dishonest . if 
he answered yes ... 
In fact, I would 





opposes "a quota 










to the brief he 
filed J in the 
University of Michigan case. Yet Armstrong 
Williams, a former aide to Sen. Strom 
Thurmond, is coordinating Republican 
efforts to attract minority staffers and political 
candidates. "You'll see hundreds of black 
kids from all over the country working on 
Capitol Hill in Republicans' offices," he told 
The Washington Post. That sounds like a 
quota tome. 
Minorities shouldn't be 
fooled when the milk .. white 
Republican Party comes to 
their neighborhoods with 
their swift talk and their 
" c o m p a s s i ·o n a t e 
conservatism" to ask for 
support. 
Republicans 
might have a chance . 
to win tpe support of 
blacks if they pass 
policy that doesn't 
almost exclusively 
help rich, white · 
America. They should 
not oppose affirmative : 
action in some cases 
and then embrace it 
when it becomes 
. politically 
convenient. 
A 1. I 
minorities 
have to do 
is ask the 
president, . 
"What 
_ have you 
done for me 
lately?" and then 
turn the othei: cheek. 
As for the Republicans, society would 
benefit more from an effort to dive~ify 
colleges than to diversify their Senate offices. 
Evan Axe/bank is a· sophomore journalism 
major. E-mail him at eaxelbal@ithaca.edu 
· Debates and commentaries wlll appear on this page weekly. To contribute, please call Opinion Edttor Joe Geraghty at 274-3208. 
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Now Look 
Here ·-
A justified journey 
to visit I~aqi scholars 
-Ithaca College isn't the only school 
that has seen members of its· community 
head to Iraq. 
A group ~f 30 or so people, most of 
whom were students and professors, just 
returned from Iraq on a mission dubbed 
"Acadeµlic Airlift." 
Anyone who supports 
academic freedom would 
have a difficult time 
criticizing the 
administrations of the 
universities that sent 
people on the trip. 
But there are number 
of reasons why even 
staunch def enders of 
academia here at 
Ithaca College could 
CAITLIN and did find 
CONNELLY problems with 
administrators' 
decisions to help fund Maura Stephens' 
trip to Iraq last week, even if they 
thought that the trip itself was a positive 
thing. 
The two trips have quite a bit in 
common - obviously, they both 
involved colleges sending employees to 
the same country on missions that 
included a humanitarilUl dimension. But 
their differences clearly illustrate why 
college funding would have been 
appropriate for one and not the other. 
In a way, the two groups stand in 
direct contrast with one another: The first 
one began a_s a primarily academic 
mission and only gained a political 
dimension later. 
Stephens' trip, on the other hand, 
began as a primarily political one and 
only after the oot~• enclonemenk)f 
the trip did it take on an academic 
dimension. 
First of ~11. Stephens has an 
intermittent and weak connection to the 
academics of the college. She is not a 
professor who could incorporate the 
lessons of the trip into her teaching or 
research. Not to underestimate the 
ability of staff members to enrich the 
academic life of the school, but it clearly 
was not conceived as a trip for the benefit 
of scholarship. 
In fact, Stephens' trip began as a 
persomd and inherently political one. 
The group that sponsored the trip, Code 
Pink, is unabashedly antiwar and speaks 
unfavorably of the Bush administration. 
· Academic Airlift, on the other hand, 
was organized as fundamentally academic 
and, at its core, beneficial to colleges 
nationwide. _Professors and students in the 
group attended the Iraqi-American 
Academic Symposium at the University 
of Baghdad and discussed ways to 
improve scholarly communication 
between the countries. Members of the 
mission did offer a political perspective 
but only after they returned. 
They used the knowledge and 
experience they gained in Iraq to 
denounce the notion of war and call for a 
change of U.S. policy in Iraq. The 
antiwar statement, which they issued in 
their own· names; . stressed the 
'importance of maintaining contact with 
colleagues in the country. 
The colleges that sponsored 
Ac_ademic Airlift had could have easily 
defended their position if it had been 
questioned, but here at Ithaca College, 
administrators had to work a bit harder to 
justify their decision. Although it doesn't 
seem like much if you glance at a single 
tuition bill, $2,000 · isn't an amount 
i11consequential enough to be thrown 
behind a cause whose benefit to the 
col_lege is an afterthought. 
Caitlin Connelly is a sophomore 
politics ma1or. E-mail her at 
cconnell@ithaca.edu. 
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Continued from Page 12 
ideals of social and ·economic jus-
tice for all people of the world. 
I only wish I could go with them 
on their mission of peace. Despite 
recent "controversies" surrounding 
Maura and other staff members, I 
hope the college community ap-
preciates the dedicated, pr~fes-
sional and progressive employees 
of Ithaca College. That doesn't just 
apply to Maura; all college staff are 
to be coID01ended and appreciated 
for the hard work they do daily. 
MICHAEL MANDEL '00 
An important trip 
cle. I'd like to remind the newspa-
per that fl.seal discretion might 
serve no purpose if the Bu.sh ad- -
ministration decides to go war. Ac-
cording to some .qnancial projec-
tions, the next war with Iraq could 
cost almost a trillion dollars over the 
course of the next five years. With· 
an already declining market, this 
· war could shatter the very founda-
tions of the U.S. economy. 
"Fiscal prudence" is indeed nec-
essary, but in this particular instance 
it is not only ~propriate but also nee~ 
essary to show support for the anti-
war cause. Stephens is going to a war 
zone to support a humanitarian 
cause. I laud her efforts and the col-
lege's support in her noble venture. 
I was outraged by the editorial in ZEESflAN SALAHUDDIN_ '04 
the last week's Opinion section. It .. 
claimed that Maura Stephens was·-~··Just one ftagp·ole 
accompanying Code Pink to settk ..:. · · 
her own personal political agendas, . "I liked it the way it was," said 
that the college funding provided :anthropology assistant professot: 
was inappropriate and that the ven- Jack Rossen of the former college 
ture served.no educational purpose. · policy that allowed organizational 
· However, there are many impor- · flags to be flown under the Amer-
tant dynamics that the newspaper ican flag. I did too. . 
chose to ignore from the argument. The college made a very impor-
The college is supporting tant statement by peijnitting· groups 
Stephens to affirm that the adminis- that often feel separated from main-
tration is against the war in Iraq and stream U.S. culture or government 
recognizes the endeavors of indi- policy the opportunity to pledge both 
victuals who stand·up to address the allegiance and dissent at one of our 
matter. · campus' most . prominent points. 
The fact that Stephens is not as- Using the college's main flagpole 
sociated with the academic aspect of -publicized this statement beyond IC 
the college is irrelevant because the to community members, prospective 
educational -value in the trip is inar- students and a host of other individ-
guable. Stephens' experiences in Iraq uals visiting campus. 
may help shed light on this volatile · Professor Rossen understated · 
state of affairs. Her insight may help the currenf situation when he called 
cGnvince others of the wrongs in the President's Council's recom-
waging a war on Iraq. I am person- mendation to build a new flagpole on 
ally looking forward to what she has the Quad an "odd compromise." 
to offer of the Iraqi perspective upon J'ruthfully, it isn't a compromise at 
her return. . . .n. If the urganizational flags aren't 
Furthermore, exercising financial :flowJI under the S~ and Stripes or 
prudence was stressed in the arti:.. at oµr entrance, the practice looses 
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both a chunk of its audience and crux ~- worked on the LGBT resource· cen- Continue services 
of its message. Don't bother with th~ : ' ter, I take great offense to many of 
new pole. The money would be bet~ the comments made, but one 
ter spent elsewhere in light of the col- statement stapds out for me. 
lege's financial crunch recently When you made the statement 
· covered in editorials. that, "Counseling Center staff are also 
available to listen. to an· concerns -
BRIAN KENNEDY '03 including those regarding sexual 
orientation," .it became- clear to me Technical difficulties that it is possible that not everyone 
knows what · function of the 
The executive board of IC After LGBT reso ., center is. This re-
Dark would like to thank all. of the source center is t a counseling cen-
students, faculty and staff who attend ter! Not all members of the LGBT 
our events and make the program community need or want or have 
such a success. However, we would even thought of counseling and do 
like to apologize for the technical dif- not wish to~ labeled as a group that 
ficulties that occurred during our Su- needs help. · 
per Bowl Party on Jan. 26. Due to Throughout history the LGBT 
circumstances beyond our control, s:;ommunity was_under the supervi-
. the audiovisual equipment •was sion of the medical society, includ-
malfunctioning that night, but we are ing labeling homosexuality as a dis-
working to avoid such problems in order all the way through the mid 
the future. If you have any questions, '70s. We do not ·need to go to the 
comments, concerns or would like to Counseling Center to have our con-
volunteer, · e-mail us at cerns listened to. We need a place to 
barring 1@ithaca.edu. We have . go to that is safe, can provide re-
great events coming up this semes- sources, outreach and education, 
ter. We hope to see you at our next and above all, meet the. needs of all 
event on Friday, Feb. 14: The Dat- members of-the community. 
As co-chairs of the local chap-
ter of Parents, Families and 
Friends of Lesbians and Gays, we 
. have watched with great interest the 
gro~ and vitality of tpe LGBT re-
source center since itsinception. We 
feel that Lisa Maurer has done an 
outstanding job as director of the 
center, as she brings high levels of 
energy, intelligence, care ·and 
compassion to her job. Not only 
does the center serve as a focal point 
for the LGBT community at ltha- · 
ca College, it also fulfills the role 
of educator and advocate to the larg-
er Ithaca College community. 
Since Ithaca College l).as taken 
steps to prepare its students to enter 
into an increasingly diverse society, 
we feel that now is the time to un-
derline that commitment by in-
creasing Lisa Maurer's position to 
full time. Since it began, the LGBT 
center has seen an increase in de-
mand for its services. This effective 
andessential organization deserves 
funding for this needed expansion. 
RICHARD AND NANCY TOBIN 
Co-Chairs Ithaca Parents, Families 
and Friends of Lesbians and Gays 
SEND A LETTER 
ing Game followed by Dinner and a · This resource ce~ter and Lis 
Movie, which will be co-sponsored • Maurer serve ~ multifaceted and vi-
by the Residence Hall Association tal additions to both the IC commu-
and Student Activities Board. We nity and the Ithaca community at 
thank you for your patience ancl un- large, and if we are talking about 
derstanding and look forward to see- things we cannot afford, we cannot 
ing you at future events. · afford to lose them. I support both 
· the expansion of Lis Mauer's posi- The Ithacan welcomes cor-
HEATH ER LEW tion and the increase in resources respondencefrom all read-
IC After Dark Executive Board available to the LGBT · resource e_rs. Please include your 
name, phone number, year 
LGBT job is vital 
. As an Ithaca College alumna, it 
brings me great sorrow and outrage 
to have to write a response to the 
editorial written two weeks ago 
against the expansioi:i of the 
LyBT coordinator position. As 
one of the original members of the 
Ithaca College community who 
center. If Ithaca College wants to re- of graduatiQn and/or your 
main ahead of the game in offering organizational .or college 
these much-needed and valuable re- title/position. Letters must 
sources, lstrongly encourage the ad- be 250 words or less and 
ministration to re-evaluate fuµding signed and submitted in 
for expandingJheLGBT·coordina- writing or through e-mail by 
tor position before\ve lose ·a Very""·~- Monday at 5 p.m.for publi-
valuable meqiberj t~d':r:-esource.to our: · cation. The Ithacan reserves 
community. ;;•{·/\ .'.::·· :. J .._, :., ·- · _. '{, the right to edit letters for 
.. , ·:·s;~i~ff,tit. · · :..,:.,. . . _;: ·. -~~:'length, clarity and taste. 
.- ,:-·:"'TM~iJ: FOLEY '02~'-- .. 





- . . . . /·>i\~¥ . 
Students may earn 12-15 credits by complelfig an internship (6 er.), 
two ~urses, and a selection of three 1 credit seminars. 
NOW RECRUITING FOR THE . . _ 
FALL 2003 AND SP-RIN.G ·2004' SEMESTERS 
Sci-ft classroom 
Associate professor Katharine 
Kittredge offers students a science fic-
tion experience. Page 17 
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Powerful -Pe·rspectives 
Professor Zillah Eisenstein app1ies feminist theory in post-Sept. 11 world 
BY EMILY BROWN 
Assistant Accent Editor 
When the Sept. 11 tragedy occurred, Politics Professor 
Zillah Eisenstein didn't have to change the focus of her 
research. She didn't have to change the topic of the book 
she was writing. She didn 't even have to change the syl-
labus for the course Power: Race, Sex and Class. She was 
already studying what she said were the themes of Sept. 
11: the false dichotomy of East and West, the intersection 
of gender, race and class, and the many origins of democ-
racy and feminism. 
the year before she visited Cuba and Ghana. She said she 
wanted to look at global issues from a perspective oth-
er than that of Western countries, to explore democ- .. 
racy and feminism in other places. 
"Feminism has many origins, many sites, many 
locations," Eisenstein said. "And I think that 
it is wrong to reduce all of this complexity to 
either U.S. feminism or the notion of a sin-
gular feminism in the world." 
But that is exactly what she saw go-
ing on in the United States after Sept. 11. 
"The language of 
"On Sept. ll, my ' ' I couldn't teach if I wasn't 
students were reading 
the Bush administration 
was that we need to lib-
erate women from the 
Taliban," Eisenstein writing. And I'm not sure I could 
write if I wasn't teaching. '' said, "even though there were enormous struggles 
about the '91 Iraq 
war," Eisenstein 
said. "They were getting 
ready to see this film 
called 'Killing the 
Children of Iraq.' This 
was before Sept. 11. 
-ZILLAH EISENSTEIN already going on against 
Professor of Politics the Taliban by women, 
----------------- some of whom would say 
This was in their syllabus. It was really upsetting to them. 
They were thinking, 'Whioh war are you talking about?"' 
These events inspired Eisenstein to publish part of the 
book she was working on in the fall 
issue of "Social Texts." Though 
the title of the article, 
"Feminisms in the After-
math of Sept. 11," 
sounds like a departure, 
it is in fact part of a 
continuum - part of 
her ongoing attempt to 
put events into a 











they're feminists ; others would say 
they 're human beings." 
Diane McPherson, associate professor of 
writing and the coordinator of the women 's 
studies program, said the aftermath of Sept. 11 
instilled in her "a really profound suspicion of 
the cowboy rhetoric, the rhetoric of heroes that iso-
lates a figure - usually a male figure - in really 
stereotypical ways, and makes that figure larger than 
life because that is•a really limited way of acknowl-
edging heroism." 
According to Eisenstein's recent article, the me-
dia cast the American male workers as the heroes 
of Sept. 11 and the women of Afghanistan as the 
victims. And this stereotyping has been used as 
a justification for the war on ter-
rorism, while domestic 
women's issues have been 
ignored. 
Thus, Eisenstein 
~ill argue in her forthcoming 
book that democracy and oppression ex-
ist on both sides of the "ill-named 
East/West divide." She is trying to come 
up with a title that will convey this. 
"We were thinking about 'Western 
Phallucies, "' Eisenstein said, 
spelling out phallucies. "But that 
wouldn ' t translate well." 
Now she's leaning toward "Who is the 
West: Slaveries, Feminisms and Democ-
racies." 
She uses the plural to emphasize that 
there are many different kinds of femi-
nism. Eisenstein was first known as a so-
cialist feminist. Now she cal1s herself an 
antiracist feminist. Both titles reflect her 
ideas on the link between class structure, 
patriarchy and racism. 
"There have been different stages 
in my life," Eisenstein said. "With the 
fall of the Soviet Union in '89 and the 
real discomfort and misunderstanding 
about what socialism meant, it just 
seemed that it wasn't helpful to say that 
you were a socialist." 
Now, she said, she's back to saying she 
is both a socialist and a feminist. 
"I have to return to the issue of 
the economic and class exploitation as 
central," Eisenstein said, 
POLITICS PROFESSOR ZILLAH l:ISENSTEIN is a prominent feminist scholar who synthesizes speaking, 
teaching and writing to convey her ideas about the intersection of race, gender and class structure in society. 
" because 
globalization basi-
cally has created a new 
proletariat, and that is women and girls." 
Eisenstein recently returned from the 
World Social Forum in Brazil, where, as a del-
egate from the Women's Economic Develop-
ment Organization, she presented her ideas on 
the patriarchal underpinnings of globalization to 
an international audience. Less than 
a week later, she was back in the 
classroom, discussing the same is-
sues with her students. She said 
that for her, speaking, writing and 
teaching are all part of the same 
thing, part of her everyday life. 
"I couldn't teach ifl wasn' t writing," Eisenstein 
said. "And I'm not sure I could write if I wasn't 
teaching." 
She doesn't only write when she's sitting down in front 
of her computer. She said she's prepared for inspiration 
while she's driving in the car, when she first wakes up in 
the morning and when she is running for exercise. She tries 
to get her students to synthesize thinking and writing, too. 
"Already, my students have their paper assignments," 
Eisenstein said. "They're not due for six weeks, and the 
idea is that you don't sit down and say, 'Oh, I' 11 write that 
now.' You think it, and you think it daily." 
Sophomore Laura Hayes, who took Power: Race, Sex 
and Class last semester, said she started her paper weeks 
in advance. 
"I would always be thinking about it and sorting things 
out," she said. "I was jotting down notes while I was read-
ing and [while] she was lecturing and at other times - in 
random notebooks." 
Hayes said Eisenstein gave the students much freedom 
in choosing what to write about, but that she always en-
couraged them to look more deeply, to question their fi rst 
impressions. 
"She just presents everything from a new perspective," 
Hayes said. "She questions things more and looks more 
deeply." 
Many of Eisenstein's students talk about her impact on 
them in terms of sight: She changed the way they saw im-
ages of black women in the media, the way they looked 
at the exclusionary language of the Enlightenment theo-
rists, the way they watched the evening news. In her forth-
coming book, Eisenstein will encourage her readers to look 
deeper as well. 
She ends her recent article with this summary: "Sept. 
11 brought Americans into the real globalized world of fear 
and misery. We must take this painful perspective and see 
more of the world from other locations than our own. We 
must look at ourselves and come to know others more 
deeply as we do so. We are more similar to each other than 
we are different." 















The most unique study abroad program in Australia! · 
I ntete!:ted'? Come· featn mote! 
. 
Thursday, 1/30, 12:10-1:05, Textor 103 
Wednesday, 2/5, 6:00-7:00, Textor 103 
ThurSday, 2/13, 5.:00-6:00, Textor 102 
_Tuesday, 2/18, 12:10-1:05, Textor 103 
For more information contact: 
Office of International Programs, 213 Muller Faculty Center, 274-3306, intlprog@ithaca.edu 
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Classrooms: The Next Generation Accent 
On BY LAURA COOK Contributing Writer 
Katharine Kittredge, associate 
professor of English, is boldly 
taking her science fiction class 
where no cl.ass has gone before. 
The experimental course, Fu-
turistic Fictions: DIY SciFi ; is be-
ing offered in the Department of 
English, where Kittredge has 
worked for 13 years : What makes 
it different from the traditional sci-
ence fiction class is that shortly 
into the semester Kittredge, who 
said she is enamored with the 
genre, will take a seat with her stu-
dents and put them jn charge. 
"I've always loved science fic-
tion," she said. "I think in some ways 
that's why I am a professor today." 
Kittredge said she likes to ex-
periment and is always looking for 
ways to improve her students' 
experience. 
"I'm fascinated by the way that 
classes change depending on 
who's in them, and that by chang-
ing the structure of the class, you 
have radically different expres-
sions," Kittredge said. "Every class 
has its own special kjnd of chemistry 
going on, and as a professor if you 
can recognize that chemistry and al-
ter it and do things to enhance it, it's 
really exciting." 
Course topics range from evo-
lution and psychic powers to all-
female worlds and alternative 
history. Are alien races evolving? 
What if Hitler had won World War 
II? These are just a few questions 
student_s get to tackle. 
The 40 students in'the class have 
filled out surveys about their inter-




ELIZABETH MITCHELUTHE ITHACAN 
SENIOR TATE MACDOWELL, left, senior Allen Arnold, center, and junior Peter Grandey, right, sitTuesday 
in Futuristic Fiction class, taught by Katharine Kittredge, associate professor-ot English. 
Hometown: Hong Kong 
Which is the best dining 
hall and why?Terraces 
because there's more variety. pate in class. Later, students will The administration had an open break into-groups with others who mind to Kittredge's ideas and was 
are interested in the same aspects very supportive of this new experi-
of science fiction. After studying ment, she said. She had to write a 
one topic in-depth for the entire se- lengthy proposal and had to com~ 
mester, they will present a 50- promise on a few thoughts she had 
minute project to the class. for the class. She wanted the class to 
"Science fiction tends to attract meet afa more unusual time than 1: 10 
very strong people and people p.m. on Tuesdays and Thursdays, but 
who may not be socially en- was unable to switch the time. 
gaged," she said. She is working on Kittredge got the idea after con-
putti~g students in ·groups where ducting a course with Bruce Hen-
they will work well with others. · derson, associate professor . of 
Senior Erin Loomis said she speech communication, . called 
loves the freedom within the class Word Wtzards. This involved students 
and is looking forward to learning . designing and teaching language 
from the other students. lessons for children in third grade. 
"It just seemed like a really cool Kjttredge invites students from all 
way to do a class," she said. "You're schools and all majors to her class-
gonna pick the books you want to es in future semesters. She said she 
read and you.,'re gonna learn at?out wants h~ students to be seJf-moti-
what you waif'to ~m about.;-'" . '·._,. vatecf' aQd actf ve. They mrist *e 
tfi. :-~ ::,: '~ :~:\- i,;,. • 
charge and not be afraid to have "an 
opinion and share it." 
Sophomore Samantha Davis, 
who is enrolled in the course, said she 
certainly is one of those outgoing 
people. Davis is the president of the 
Other Realms of Science Fiction and 
Fantasy Club, and Kittredge is her 
academic adviser. 
"Taking a course with a profes-
sor wno is really excited about it is 
fun," she said. Davis said she 
loves the movie clips and books 
they get to use in class. 
Kittredge enjoys the energy 
from the large class. 
With her passion for science fic-
tion and eagerness to make this 
class beneficial, there will be 
plen~y <?,f g?b,f ps~ CY;BOrgs and 
utopias ~ K1t~edge ~ct her stu-
Jients • tuture. /: : .. · l' 
ift: ~ • t:;. ~~! ~ -,.1# 
What flag would you fly on 
the Ithaca College flag-
pole? The British flag. 
If you we·re a late-night talk 
show host, who would 
your celebrity sidekick bj?? 
Why? Adal"(l Sandler -he'd 
be entertaining to the audi-
ence as well as to me. 
What's the best pizza in 
Ithaca? Mania T's.· 
What is your favorite 
episode of "The 
Simpsons"? All the 
Halloween ones. 
lTn:i:A COLLEGE GERONTOLOOY JNS1'rt'ti'm 
DISTINGU18HED SPEAKER-SERIES 
.. 
_. 'Vicki L. Sehmall, P~n 
President and Training Spet~list, Aging C-0ncerns 
:" . . _,.Jest Linn, o~gon 
,, 
l~e.ping th~ ':4rifllJ 
··· · m caregivmg 
Thursday, February 6, 2003 
7:00p.m. 
lmerson Suites, Phillips Ball 
Uhata College 
A l!tt.pllon ~ll follor lht. itdu!f. 
Part of the fooununity Coowrsatioo ~ (mgMng 
FREE ANO OPl:.N TO TIIF. PUBUC 
For further bator.matlon 
c,o11tad the ,GeroatolOf.Q' 1-Jltulei . · . 
plaolle ~-l'f";~ c,-...ii·~u. 
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Fop fancies flighty felllale in filn1 
BY KELLY O'BRIEN 
Staff Writer 
As a genre, romantic comedies tend to be 
hopelessly formulaic. Guy meets girl, guy and 
girl share a mutual 
hatred for one an-
other until the last 
half hour of the 
movie when they fi-
nally realize what 
[
. **1/2 -7 
"Two Weeks 
--~~tice" _ _j 
the audience has realized since the previews 
- they're in love. 
The romantic comedy, predictable 
though it may be, continues to draw millions 
of viewers with each new release: What 
keeps them lining up to see the same movie 
over and over again? Movies like ''Two 
Weeks Netice." 
Written and directed by Marc Lawrence, 
the filni is highly amusing, even if it's not 
particularly original. 
Hugh Grant, ever the dashing Brit, 
plays eccentric millionaire George Wade op-
posite Sandra Buliock's Lucy Kelson. And 
when I say opposite, I mean it in the truest 
sense of the word. Kelson is a Harvard law 
graduate who spends most of her time ly-
ing in front of wrecking balls to keep com-
panies like :Wade's from knocking down his-
torical buildings. . 
Lawrence can never quite convince us that 
the story cou)p have anything but a happy 
ending. ·' 
Despite its predictability, however, the 
screenplay does have its moments. 
The banter between Bullock and Grant 
is clever and surprisingly fresh, and the two 
veteran actors carry it off masterfully. 
Grant's script, especially, is peppered 
with genuinely funny one-liners. Seeking 
Kelson 's fashion advice, he asks, bran-
dishing a Polo belt, "Now, is this belt tacky, 
or beltacular?" 
In addition, the attention to detail 
throughout the film makes the characters 
more believable than the usual romantic com-
edy stock. 
Kelson's convictions about preserving im-
portant community buildings are made . 
slightly more believable once she is estab-
lished as a real member of that community. 
When Wade's older brother, the brains be-
hind the Wade Corporation, orders him to get 
a new chief counst?l (preferably one with an 
actual law degree), Wade stumbles across 
Kelson and hires her on the spot. 
COURTESY OF WARNER BROTHERS 
HUGH GRANT and Sandra Bullock star in Marc Lawrence's romantic comedy "Two 
Weeks Notice." Bullock also produced the film. 
The costume designers, while usually not 
a key factor in the success of a mass-pro-
duced romantic comedy, deserve mention 
for their work with Bullock's wardrobe. 
Outside of Wade Corporation, Kelson 
pads around her apartment in fuzzy bunny 
slippers and a bathrobe that appear t~ have 
been cut from the same bolt as a 1960s 
throw rug. Also, for a. scene at _a themed 
charity ball, the designers succeed in cre-
ating elegant but quirky ensemb~es for both 
Grant and Bullock. 
Perhaps it is not the most inteqectually 
stimulating movie of the season, but "Two 
Weeks Notice" keeps its audience entertained 
with amusing characters and witty d·ialogue. 
Although by no means groundbreaking, it is 
an above average entry in an often 
mediocre genre. 
Lawrence doesn't even do as much with it 
as he could have. 
type, but' her rocky relationship with her 
mother is hinted at and then dropped 
entirely. 
After months of babysitting her co-de-
pendent boss, Kelson can't take it any more. 
When Wade goes so far as to call her out 
of her best friend's wedding in order to help 
him pick out a suit, she gives him her two-
weeks notice. Only then, of course, does 
Kelson begin to realize she's fallen for 
Wade. . 
OK, so the story is not exa.ctly what 
you'd call original. In all honesty, 
In a cute opening montage, pictures of 
Kelson as a flower-power poster child are jux-
taposed with country club pictures of W~de 
from his wealthy childhood. Unfortunately, 
that's about as much as we get for character 
development for both of them. 
,Ngt only is Bullock's character,somewhat 
underdeveloped -as a stereotypical activist 
The story is also found wanting when it 
comes to its ability to make us worry about 
Kelson and Wade's relationship. One of the 
keys to a really satisfying love story is to 
make the audience think, even for a brief 
moment, that the lovers might not actual-
ly end up together. Try though he tnight, 
"Two Weeks Notice" was written and di-
rected by Marc Lawrence, and produced by 
Lawrence, Mary McLaglen and Sandra 
Bullock. The fil.m stars Hugh Grant, Bullock 
and Alicia Witt. 
Sequ '-:"'~l.""'- .. 
7
, ers g ____ ,_ · · s 
and forge s abou originality 
BY HEATHER MATTHEWS 
Staff Writer . 
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.. Final 
I Destination r 
a common Halloween costume, the 
cursed 6-year-old boy who offs his 
entire family, otherworldly mon-
sters and even the tooth fairy. All 
of these villains have their own 
scare-factor and flair for murder and . 
dismemberment, but in the super-
.evil battle, nothing can outdo 
Death at its own game. 
As the follow-up to the truly dis-
turbing 2000 teen thriller- about the 
horrific events surrounding the 
explosion of Flight 180, "Final Des-
tination "2" falls short. The sequel 
lacks the original plot and sound 
acting of the first film but doesn't 
skimp on the violence, gore and 
sheer terror. 
Kimberly (A.J. Cook) and her 
friends have set off on what 
should be the best week of their 
lives - spring break in Daytona 
Beach, Fla. Kimberly's fath,er has 
made sure that they are prepared 
for anything on the road· between 
upstate New York and· their final 
destination, but no one expects that 
Death will be coming along for the 
ri~. . 
Since it is a sequel, the 
premise and plot are pretty obvi-
ous and really lack ~ny original 
thinking from the .writers. There 
"is one somewhat creative twist to 
Death's design, but it isn't 
enough to distinguish the film 
from· any other seemingly point-
less sequel. · 
A.J. Cook started off strongly as 
. Kimberly. · The first · scene, in 
which Kimberly has a vision of a 
highway pileup that leaves her and 
· dozens of others dead, is truly heart-
wrenching. But as the movie's 
plot wears thin, the acting does too. 
By the third scene, Kimberly 
qoesn't seem the least bit shaken by 
what she has j45t witnessed. By the 
end of the movie, you're hoping 
that Death would just put her out 
of her misery. 
Ali Larter reprises her role as 
Clear Rivers, but her lines are 
. over-acted and empty. She makes 
her character seem so unpleasant 
and uncaring that you wonder why 
she agreed to help Kimberly in the · 
first place. 
The best performance of the 
movie is Death itself. Death's 
grisly, bloody ends for all of its vic-
tims - including impalements, de-
capitations and flattenings - are · 
what catry the film. The premise 
that Death has a plan for everyone 
leaves viewers looking for the 
signs that, · as Rivers said, herald 
Death. 
We can hope that "Final Des-
tination 2" i& not a sign of what's 
to come for 2003 ~ the year of the 
sequel. 
"Final Destination 2" was writter, 
by Eric Bress and J. Mackye Gru-
ber, directed by David R. Ellis and 
produced by Jeffrey Reddick, War-
COURTESY OF NEW LINE CINEMA ren Zide and Craig Perry. The film 
A.J. COOK, l.EFT, All Larter, center, and~lcha,el-Landes star In the stars Ali Larter, A.J. Cook, Andrew 
horror sequel, "Final Destination 2." The ,1flm picks. LIQ on the ume · · Downing; Michael Landes and 
theme of barely surviving deadly situations. Terrence Carson .. 
Me>vi~ · 
Times 
The following is valid Friday · 
through Thursday. Times are 




The Pianist ***112 -
7 p.m. and 9:35 p.m. 
Talk.to Her --- 6 p.m. and 
10p.m. _ · · 
Fall Creek Pictures 




Adaptation - 7:15 p.m. and 
9:35p.m. 
· Frida - 9:35 p.m. 
Confessions of a Dangerous 
Mind - 7:15 p.m. and 9:35 p.m. 
Hoyts Ithaca 10 Cinema 
Pyramid Mall 
257-2700 
Chicago - 12:30 p.m., 1 p.m., 
3:20 p.m., 3:50 p.m., 6:30 p.m., • 
7 p.m., 9:10 p.m., 9:40 p.m., 
11 :40 p.m .. ancP.f2:10 a.m. 
How to Lose a Guy in 1 O Days 
-12:40 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 
6:40 p.m., 9:20 p.m. and 
11:45 p.m. 
Shanghai Knights -
1:10 p.m;, 4 p.m.;7:10 p.m., 
9:50 p.m. and 12:1 0 a.m. 
The Recruit---.12:50 p.m., 3:40 
p.m., 6:50 p.m., 9:30 p.m. and 
midnight. 
Final Destination 2 **112 -
12:25 p.m., 2:30 p.m., 4:40 p.m., 
6:55 p.m., 1 O p.m. and 
11:55 p.m. 
• Darkness Falls - 12:35 p.m., 
2:45 p.m., 4:55 p.m., 7:15 p.m., 
. 9:30 p.m. and 11 :30 p.m. ' 
Kangar~ Jack - 12:20 p.m., 
·2:,30 p.rn., 4:40 p.m. and 7_p.m. 
About Schmidt - 1-2:is p.m., 
3:30 p.m., 6:40 p.m. and 
9:30p.m. 
Catch Me If You Can -
9:15 p.m. 
The Lord of the Rings: The 
Two Towers - 1 p.m., 
4:45 p.m. and 8:30 p.m. 
Collegetown Video's 
Top ~ive Videos of the Week 
1. The Banger Sisters 
2. Simone 
3. The Master of Disguise 
4. Serving Sara 
5. About A Boy 
SAB FIim Serles 
Textor 102 
.My Big Fat Greek Wedding -
7 p.m., 9:30 p.m. and midnight. 
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Castaways gets dusted up 
Live 
Music 
BY JOHN BRHEL 
Contributing Writer 
It would have been easy to call 
it a night of country. Almost all of -
the songs dealt with lost love. Fid-
dles and cellos took up the stage. 
It all seemed very predictable. And 
for the most part, it was. 
But with the help of the head-
liner, Hubcap, the atmosphere late 
last Friday at Castaways drifted 
more toward "Jailhouse Rock" 
than anything out of Nashville. 
The' set of the openers, the 
Moles, consisted of slow, 
drowsy songs. The only thing I 
could think of was sitting down 
on a front porch, sipping lemon-
ade; they had hardly enough en-
ergy to excite a Friday-night 
crowd and did _little to impress. 
They did, however, put the 
crowd to steep. 
Crows. At times, it was good -
that is until he started to hoot and 
holler. I had to cover my ears at 
that point. Voice cracks are a part 
of country music, but this attempt 
just did not suffice. 
Before anyone had time to 
grab a drink, Hubcap walked on-
stage. The first thing I noticed 
was the giant void on stage be-
tween the singer and lead gµi-
tarist. Situated at opposite 
ends, their presence was much 
less powerful, which can be a 
problem when trying to im-
press an audience. · 
Without any opening com-
ments, they started. Almost all of 
the songs began without any 
form of introduction or lead-in. 
All the. instruments joined in si-
multaneously, drums exploding, 
guitars thundering. I think this 
was the band's intention, to 
burst right into every song, as if 
each one was equally important.' 
Well, it seemed to work, and Hub-
cap p~oved to be the.most talent-
ed group of the night. 
We were . thankfully taken 
out of Mark Twain's world and 
thrown into the arms of The 
United Statesmen. Though the 
Statesmen were unknown to 
me, they had a clear fan base. 
Several fans approached them 
before and after the show. See-
ing this, I e:is.pected a little bit · 
more from the band than a walk 
in t~~ park; perhaps they'd get . 
s9me legs moving. 
KRISTEN MAGEE/THE ITJ-iACAN · 
SENIOR PHIL WEINROBE sings . and pfays guitar for The 
United Statesmeo at C~staways Friday night. 
On their Web site, they de-
scribe themselves as "rock dust-
ed with country." Truth is, they 
were more rock 'n' roll than any-
thing else. The songs were loud, 
fast, pounding and crammed 
with screeching solos and riffs. 
Every cho~s was easy to identi-
fy, often accompanied by_ -drum 
pauses and chiming guitars . 
The first song was a little dit-
ty about love. The singer's voice 
was clear, and he could hit high 
notes very well. Just when it all 
started to soak. in, everyone 
switched instruments, and a new 
lead singer was born. The· songs 
performed under his wing were 
goofy and playful. The lyrics and 
. rhymes were too predictable. I 
fo,und myself guessing words 
and getting them right more 
than ·a few times. 
· The singer's voice sounded 
like a rougher Adam Duritz, the 
lead singer for the Counting 
It takes movement and origi-
nality to stir a crowd. Hubcap 
went beyond the norms of coun-
try, merging it with rock 'n' roll 
and in the process, made fans out 
of people from both worlds. 
COURTESY OF ARISTA RECORDS 
Rocker glams out 
" BY HEATHER MATTHEWS 
Staff Writer 
The person on the alb~m cover looks 
like someo_ne 
straight out of the · 
'80s - a thin 
male with unusu-
ally high cheek-
bones, fair skin· 
***1/2 
· Left of Self -
Centered 
Butch Walker 
and eyes darkened with mascara. 
As former lead singer of the dearly de-
parted Marvelous 3, Butch Walker has had 
much practice being on the outskirts of 
the music scene. Only one song off three 
albums by the Marvelous 3 was deemed 
worthy of airtime, and before they had 
any chance to follow up their success, 
Elektra dropped them for essentially not 
selling out. 
Freshly out of a forced retirement, 
Walker isn't holding -back on "Left of 
Self-Centered." With witty, sometimes 
raunchy lyrics, Walker's songs range from · 
the '80s pop reminiscent, "Get Down," 
to the biting Sept. 11 ballad, "Take To-
morrow," to the alternative rock: anthem, 
"My Way." . 
Despite his unique sound, Walker 
still lacks the backing of his record com- · 
pany, Arista, for a tour or even promotion 
on the airwaves. "My. Way," Walker's first 
single off the album, urges individuali-
ty, but only goes to show that if you don't 
sound like everything else out there, you 
are not going to get on the radio. 
Newcomer Mraz asks 
. - . ·q~,~~·~~,~~,~: . the lougli que'Stion·s 
Singer-songwriter delivers a strong debut 
BY GRAHAM ROTHENBERG · 
Staff Writer 
Just 30 seconds into the debut album from · 
Jason Mraz, he 
declares nearly 
everything that 
defines his first 
effort, "Waiting 




·-WJiting for My 
Rocket to Come"' 
JJSOl1 r1lrJZ 
On the record's opening cut, "You and I 
Botp," he begins by singing, "Was it you who 
spoke the words that things would happen 
. but not to me/Oh things are gonna happen 
naturally/ And taking your advice an_d I'm 
looking on the bright side/ And balancing the 
whole thing." 
Mraz is a laid-back performer with a pos-
itive attitude toward life. He is cool and al-
ways under contrql, and through his mu~ic, 
he seems to be content. As is always the case, 
however, there are two sides to every story, 
and it is here that the paradox of this record 
develops. 
Mraz also understands that life presents 
questions and that these questions evoke an 
entire gamut of feelings. He makes this ob-
servation apparent when he follows up the 
previous lyrics with "But oftentimes tho~e 
words get tangled up in lines/And ·the 
bright lights turn to night." 
Throughout songs such as "I'll Do Any-
thing" and "Too Much Food," he reminds 
the listener of the humor that pervades ex-
istence. Mraz is a witty songwriter who com-
bines a clever sense of wordplay with an air 
of confidence that draws you in and makes 
you believe. · 
· Mraz has crafted an album that not only 
makes you consider his story but also forces 
your own introspection. His songs allow you 
to review your own life and experiences 
while he elicits emotion you may not have 
realized you even felt. 
Jason Mraz is extremely gifted. He was 
blessed with a voice of amazing facility -
a beautiful instrument that works perfectly 
in his· brand of hip-hop influenced, scat 
singing, acoustic guitar pop. Mraz is a mas-
ter at displaying his thoughts through his 
voice. On the album's first single, ''The Rem-
edy (I Won't Worry)," he displays his care-
free attitude, while on the album's standout 
track, "Absolutely Zero," his voice cries with 
heartbreak. · 
Influenced by Dave Matthews, Nick -
Drake and Beck, it is simply a matter of time 
until Mraz also becomes a household 
. name. "Waiting for My Rocket to Come" is 
an excellent beginning to a career with end-
less possibility. He is, without a doubt, a star 
in the making. 
On "You ahd I Both," Mraz also deliv-
ers the line, "More words than I had ever 
heard and I feel so alive.'~ And that is the 
key to this album. As you listen to it, you 
smile while you cry, but - most importantly 
-you feel. You know that you're alive, and 
you are so thankful that you are. 
COURTESY OF ELEKTRA RECORDS 
SINGER-SONGWRITER Jason Mraz's lat-
est album examines IHe'a questions. 
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'Round 
the World 
Getting a big kick 
out of sports in Spain 
. r~ . . .,,, 
My line: Three goals, t~ o assists, one 
save and a compounded 
hangover. 
That's the gist of it, 
my first soccer game in at 
least six years and my 
first ever in Spain. 
Twenty-three 
days into my se-
mester in Seville, I 
was invited by 
.Jorge, a Spanish 
friend of mine 
learning to 
CHARLIE speak English, 
ELLSWORTH to play a game of fut-
Seville, Spain bol, the European 
game we know of as soccer. 
Let it be understood, I have about as 
much soccer talent as an American 10-
year-old, and now I travel to one of the 
soccer meccas of the world to play 
against men in their athletic primes. 
This will be yet another "valuable 
learning experience" in a trip that my 
father continues to refer to as "semes-
ter afraud." 
I should never have said yes. But with 
just two days left until the January-term-
only students left, I wanted to hang out 
with them and continue my pursuits of 
Spanish women. (After being rejected 
my first night here, my roommate told 
me that I had politely asked two girls if 
I would like to dance with myself.) 
So Thursday afternoon, wearing my 
Cortaca Jug T-shirt (I turned it inside out) 
and looking like Barney from ''The 
Simpsons" (he actually sounds drunker 
in Spanish), I met Jorge near the Uni-
versity of Sevilla . 
Things looked like they were taking 
'a dramatic tum for the better when Jorge 
infonned me that they were short a play-
er. Finally, an excuse. Yet, my hopes 
were simultaneously stripped and beat-
. en when Jorge said, "No problem, we 
play four-on-four. More running!" 
One of Jorge's friends asked me if I 
had ever played soccer before. I con-
sidered saying, "Yes, for five years!" But 
since that was between the ages of 6 to 
10, I figured it wasn't the lcind of expe-
rience he was implying. 
American football, I told them, is my 
sport. I stopped explaining the game 
when Jorge asked, "Why do you play, 
then stop, then play again?" 
The ball was my enemy. Never has 
something so small made me feel so un-
coordinated, so out-,of-place, so Amer-
ican. Victor, easily the best player on the 
field, ran with the ball like he was jog-
ging with a well-trained pit bull. With 
the mutt on his heel, a swift kick to its 
hide rocketed the ball, teeth gnashing, 
toward the goal. 
Victor was on my team and consis-
tently gave me shots so open and easy I 
would have been a complete idiot to miss 
them. I know this, because I shanked two 
of them and was welcomed with scoffs 
and jeers from the opposition and my 
teammates. (The height of unintentional 
comedy: A player insults me and questions 
his pronunciation of English at the same 
time, "Charlie, you am terrible?'') 
Fortunately, I did score three 
times, made two spectacul~r passes out 
of a dozen or so and had a save in goal 
that left my wrist red for the rest of the 
day. I said it would be a valuable learn-
ing experience, so what were my 
lessons? Three things: how to say 
"hangover" in Spanish, that soccer 
players are the best athletes in the 
world, and when Victor comes to vis-
it inc in the States, I'll teach him what 
a "crack-back" block ·is in football. 
Charlie Ellsworth is a junior 
journalism major. E-mail him at 
cellswo I @ithaca.edu. 
r-
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Event of the week 
Circle K Danceathon on Saturd~y at 8 




FOUR-DAY WEATHER FORECAST . SEEDS OF LOVE. 
Today Friday 
Mostly Cloudy Snow Showers 
High: 27~ '*i' High: 19° 
Low: 9° :;"';; Low: 10° 
Saturday .Sunday 
Snow Showers Snow Showers 
;f High: 29° High: 31 ° 
~t:7. Low: 14° . Low: 14° 
Forecast issued by the National Weather Service, courtesy of the 
Northeast Regional Climate Center at Cornell University. 
Today 
Working Family Caregivers -
Noon to 1 p.m. in Klingenstein 
Lounge, Campus Center. 
Master Class- Nathan Gunn, 
baritone, at noon in Hockett 
Family Recital Hall, Whalen 
Center. 
Washington Semester Info 
Session -12:10 to 1 p.m. in 
Park 279. 
PRSSA March of Dimes - 12:30 
to 3:30 p.m. in South Meeting 
Room, Campus Center. 
Sign Language Club - 6:30 to 
7:30 p.m. in Friends 201. 
Buzzsa~ Haircut Recruitm81}t 
- 7 to 8.30 p.m. In Friends 209. 
Sports . 
Women's basketball at Utica at 
6p.m. 
Men's basketball at Utica at 8 p.m. 
Saturday 
Circle K Danceathon - 8 p.m. in 
Pub, Campus Center. 
Sophomore Jtecital - Ryan 
Socrates, percussion, at 8:15 p.m. in 
Naben~auer Room, Whalen Center. 
Sports 
Womeo's indoor track and field 
at Colgate at 10.a~m. 
Men's indoor track and field at 
Tufts Invitational at 11 a.m. 
Women's basketball at Hartwick 
at 2 p.m. 
Men's basketbalU1t Hartwick at 
4p.m. · -
Wrestling vs. WIikes at 1 p.m. 
. . SARAH CHULTEff ITHACAN 
SOPHOMORE LINDSEY KOLBE, left, buys a flower from sophomores Kim Anderson, center, and 
Kim Elsner. REACH, which stands for Responsibility, Education and Action for Campus Health, 
will be !elllng Valentine-flowers for $1 toqay and F:rlday In ttae·campu.Centar. - • . - ~-~ -. ,, , 
Black History Month Speaker -
Brenda Verna at 7 p.m. in 
Klingenstein Lounge, Campus 
Center. 
I Sunday I rMln~~~=:;y Pub, Campus Center. I Dalla Mu Dalla-12:10 p.m. in _ Smiddy 111. 
NewsWatch16-10 p,m. 
No· Such Thing - 10:30 p.m. 
I Keeping the CARING In 
Careglvlng - 7 to 8:30 p.m. in 
Emerson Suites, Phillips Hall. 
Fireside Chat/Mass - 8 p.m. in 
Fireside Lounge, Muller Chapel. 
CIHTA - 8 p.m. in Friends 302. 
Women's Chorale - 8:15 p.m. in 
Ford Hall, Whalen Center. 
Sports . 
Wrestling at Lycoming at 7 p.m. 
ICTV 
Ya' Think You Know Sports -
7p.m. 
Hurting - 7:30 p.m. 
ICTV Special - 8 p.m. 
Quabble - 8:30 p.m. 
All Angles - 9 p.m. 
Frequency - 9:30.p;m. 
ICTV Special-10 p:m. 
ICTV Special - 10:30 p.m. I · Friday I 
Last day to pass/fail semester 
. courses 
Protestent Worship Service -
11 a.m. in Muller Chapel. 
Catholic Mass - 1 and 9 p.m. in 
Muller Chapel. · · 
Senior Recital - John Paul 
Norpoth, double bass, at 1 p.m. in 
Ford Hall, Whalen Center. 
Joint Elective Recital~ Allen · 
Perriello ·and Peter Cirka, piano, 
at 3 p.m: in Nabenhauer Recital 
Room, Whalen Centf;3r. 
Faculty Recltal - Steven Mauk, 
saxophone, at 4 p.m. in Hockett 
Family Recital Hall, Whalen Center. 
· Habitat for Humanlty-4 p.m. in 
North Meeting Room, Campus 
Center. 
Dungeons and Dragons Game 
- -6 to 11:3bp.m. in Conference 
R~om, Campus Center. 
Junior Recital-Ann-Marie 
Amedro, oboe, at.7 p.m. in Hockett 
Family Recital Hall'. Whalen Cente~. · 
. Sports 
MOMS_ 3 p.m. in Meeting Room Wrestling at Sophomore and 
11 o, Campus Center. · Freshman State Championships 
Shabbat Services - 6 p.m. in 
Muller Chapel. 
Dungeons and Dragons Game 
- 6 to 11 :30 p.m. in Conference 
Room, Campus Center. 
Slam Poetry Night - 8 to 11 p.m. 
in the Pub, Campus Center. 
at Cornell at 1 O a.m. · 
ICTV 
IC Sports Weekly - 7 p.m. 
Ya' Think You Know Sports -
7:30p:m. . 
NewsWatch16 LIVE- 8 p.m . . 
The Screening Room - 8:30 p.rn. 
Quabble- 9 p.m. 
Frequency- 9:30 p.m. 
NewsWatch16-10 p.m. · 
SADD- 5:30 p.m. in Friends 205. 
BRIDGES-6:30 p.m. in 
Conference Room, Campus Center. 
ASIC-7 to 11 p.m. in CNS 115. 
Senior Class Meeting- 7 p.m. in 
Conference Room, Campus Center. 
BIGAYLA - 8 p.m. in Friends 210. 
American Red Cross - 8 p.m. in 
Friends 205. 
Living Water·- 8 p.m. in South 
Meeti~g Room, Campus Center. 
Ithaca College Environmental 
Society- 8 p.m. ·in Friends 209. 
Electroacoustic Music Concert 
-8:15 p.m. in Hockett Family 
Recital Hall, Whalen Center. 
Ithaca College Guitar Club - 9 
p.m. in Williams 222. 
ICTV 
Panorama.-7 p.m. 
IC Sports Weekly- 7:30 p.m. 
Ya'·Thlnk You Know Sports -
8p.m. · 
Quabble - 8:30 p.m. 
All Angles- 9 p.m. 
Frequency - 9:30 p.m. 
Trailer Park - 10 p.m. 
30 Minutes - 10:30 p.m. 
Diversity Affairs Committee-:-
5:45 p.m. in South Meeting Room, 
Campus Center. 
106 VIC...; 6 p.m. in McDonald 
Lounge, Campus Center. 
Rotaract - 6:30 p.m. in Friends 
302. . -
Bible Stµdy - 7 p.m. in-Muller 
Chapel. . 
Asian Culture Club Comedy -
Eliot Chang at 7 p.m. in the Pub, 
Campus Center. 
. CARE-:- 7 p.m. in.Friends 210. 
Student Government 
Ass~ciatlon - 7 p.m. in· North 
Meeting Room, Campus Center. 
. Amnesty International - 8 p.m. 
in Friends 203. 
IC Comedy Club - 8 p.m. in 
Friends 102. 
Anthropology Club ·_ 8 p.m. in 
Williams 222. 
Faculty Recital - Angus 
Godwin, baritone, at 8:15 p.m. in 
Hockett Family Recital Hall, 
Whalen Center. 
. ICTV 
Ya' Think You Know.Sports___: 
I I 7 p.m. T d Panorama - 7:30 p.m. '.U8S ay NewsWatch16 UVE-8.p.m. ... __________ _._ The Screening Room - 8:30 p.m~ 
Comedy Show - Noon in the 
All Angles - 9 p.m. 
Frequency - 9:30 p.m. 
FLGEC Serles·on Aging -
Arthritis - 2 p.m. in Clark 
Lounge, Campus Center. 
Circle~- 7 p.m. in Friends 102. 
Jcuneythrough Afrtcan-Arna1can 
Macia-7 p.m. in Ki',geilStein 
LJ:ulge, Campus Center. 
Students for a Just Peace - 7 
P-'!1· fn Friends·209. 
Student Recita·I - Jazz 
Saxophone Quintet at 7 p.m. in 
Nabenhauer Recital Room, 
· Whalen Center. · 
CIHTA - 8 p.m. in Friends 209. 
AHA Assembly - 8 p.m. in North 
Meeting Room, Campus Center. 
Evensong - 1 o p.m. in Muller 
Chapel. 
ICTV 
Panorama - 7 p.m. 
The Screening Room - 7:30 p.m. 
Ya' Think You Know Sports -
8p.m. 
Quabble - 8:30 p.m. 
All Angles - 9 p.m. 
Frequency - 9:30 p.m. 
Trailer Park - 1 o p.m. 
30 Minutes - 10:30 p.m. 
Not all Ithaca College events 
are listed In the calendar. 
Send information to The Ithacan, 
269 Roy H. Parl< Hall, Ithaca 
College, by Monday at 5 p.m. For 
more information, call calendar-
manager Natalie Lyons at 274-
3208 or fax at 274-1565. 
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Employment 
CAMP TAKAJO for Boys. 
Naples, Maine.-
TRIPP LAKE CAMP for Girls. 
Poland, Maine. 
Picturesque lakefront locations, 
exceptional facilities. Mid-June 
thru mid-August. Over 100 coun-
selor positions in tennis, swim-
ming, land sports, wate.r sports, 
tripping, outdoor skills, theater 
arts, fine arts, music, nature 
study, secre,arial. Call Takajo at 
800-250-8252. Call Tripp Lake at 
800-997-434 7. Or submit appli-
cation online at www.takajo.com 
or www.tripplake.com. 
. . 
Bartender Trainees Needed. 
$250 a day potential. 
Local Positions. 
1-800-293-3985 ext. 299. 
UNIVERSITY BARTENDING 




SPACE IS LIMITED. 
Sigma Alpha Lambda, a nat'I 
leadership and honors organiza-
tion, is seeking motivated & com-
mitted students to begin a chapter 




Earn $1,000-$2,000 this 
seme~ter with a proven 
CampusFundra1ser. 3 hour fund-
. raising event. Our programs 
make fund raising easy with no 
risks. Fund-raising dates are fill-
ing quickly, so get with the pro-
Campu 




Three anti Four bedroom with 
parking, non-coin operated wash-
er and dryer, dishwasher, 
balconies. Call 273-8576. 
Three Bedroom apartment. 
On The Commons • 
Includes heat. 
Available Aug. 1. 
272-7441. 
Three bedroom house. Opposite 
rear entrance to IC. Good size 
bedrooms, full basement with a 
washer and dryer. Off-street 
parking, yard. Very nice. 
Available 6-1-03. $345 per per-
son plus utilities. Furnished or 
unfurnished. 




-· Five Bedroom house, at 
112 N. Plain St. Furnished, large 
roonis; 2 baths, laundry, parking 
and yard. $280 per person plus 
utilities. Available Aug 1. 
Call 272-1870 
Furnished house and apartments. 
Walking distance to IC_. 272-1115. 
Say goodbye to high heating 
bills. Most of our apartments 
include free heat provided by the 
landlord. Some have all utilities 
included! Check out Web site: 
: PPMhomes.com. 
New 3 bedroom. Unique 
contemporary design. 2 full 
baths, private balcony, storage, 
furnished, energy efficient. 
. 2 blocks from Com_mons, . . 
. -r,d&+ . . 
r g~'a 00ANBY-ROAD,r4,BED- .. 
ROOM, FURNISHED, 1 _ BATH, 
DISHWASHER, FIREPLACE, 
PARKING, BUS ROUTE, WALK' 
TO IC. $325 /mon. per person. 
. 273-9300. ' · 6 Bedroom House 
, ·,-r Downtown . Three Bedroom Apartment. 
. Furnished, laundry, spacious, Coddington Rd. Large·bedrooms, .. 
porch, close to Commons & bus eat-in kitchen, large yard, patio, . 
route . .CSP management ·off-street parking. Available 8-2-2n-8961 or · 
cspmanagement.coin 03. $345 per person plus utilities. 
Furnished or unfurnished. 
FOR RENT 2003 GRADUATION·· Certified Properties ofTC Inc. 
273-1669 WEEKEND. Elegant home on htt /fu-14850 m/w b/ 
Cayuga Lake available forJC w p: , ...... .,.. ·C?O e 
Graduation. Not too early to . : ___ · _____ ce_rtlfled ___ · _· ·_· ~ 
reserve. 5 bedrooms, 3 full 
baths, stone fireplace; fully 
equipped kitchen, huge deck . 
· overlooking fake, ·1a~e-boat dock, · 
on 100 ft. of private lake 
frontage, beautiful sunsets. 
Plenty of parking at door. 25 min-
utes to IC. Video of house and 
furnishings available. Call 301-
983-9526 or e-mail 
bsnyder1@comcast.net. 
One bedroom apartments, 
various locations in Ithaca. 
Leases starting in June or 
August. Visit PPMhomes.com. 
CHARLES STREET TOWN-
HOUSES 
Conveniently Located on South 
Hill. 3 Bedroom/Furnished. Free 
Parking & Trasli Removal. 
Porches & Private Patios, Laundry. 
CSP Management.277-6961 or 
cspmanagement.com. 
2&3 Bedroom Apartments, 1 mi 
to IC, fumished,-all utilities incl_ud-
ed, parking included. 12 month 
lease. Available June 1st 2003. 
277-3937. 
Graduation Weekend, 'house for 
rent, 4/5 bedrooms sleeps 9~ · 
2 1 /2 baths, beautiful home, 
large deck, 5 minutes from IC. 
$1,800 for 3-day weekend. 
277-3779. jm6444@yahoo,com. 
Available 2003-2004 School 
Year. 2 bedrooms, furnished, 
eat In kitchen, private porch, 
washer/dryer. Close to 
· Commons. 272-2696. 
· Need a Place for Next Year? 
Don't Worry - It's not too late. 
Housing Solutions can help! 
www.housingsolutions.com. 
103 Dryden Road. 272-6091. 
For Rent 
Beautiful four bedroom house on 
South Hill, available June 1'. 
Large rooms, .fully furnished, · 
competitive rent. 347-4513. 
Available 2003-2004 School 
Year. 3 bedrooms, furnished, 
dishwasher, washer/dryer, 
parking, close to C~mmons. 
272-2696. 
House for Rent 
4 Br., 1.5 Ba., off-str. pkg., So. 
Hill, available Aug. 15, 2003, 
$3,700 per/per yr. Call 272-0680, 
Mon.-Fri., 6-9 p,m. 
On The Commons, lar,ge 3 bed-
room apartment. Available Aug 1. 
. 272-7441. 
Two bedroom apartments-
South Hill and Downtown, 
Tioga St., Titus Ave., Spencer St., 
South Aurora St. and University 
Ave. Hardwood floors, laundry 
and privacy. Many unique fea-
tures! Leases starting in June, 
Jl!lly or August. Visit 
PPMhomes.com. 
Very Nice 4 Bedroom Apt. 
Hardwood floors, big rooms, free 
laundry and parking. 
Call Mike 273-4430. 
4 bedroom house and 3-2 
bedroom apts. In same house, 
can be combined also. Heat and 
hot water is free with some free 
off-street parking. Available Aug. 
15, 2003. 273-5370. 
· NEW MINI STUDIOS 
On the Ithaca Commons. TV 
lounge! la4ndry, near everythi~g. 
.$420,up. 27~9462. · 
-tthaca Solar-- 'Townhousea; warm 
and cozy 4 bedroom townhouse 
suites, fireplace, bright, 2 baths, 
beautifully fu~ished, co~puter 
desks, new plush carpeting, right 
next to campus. For a showing 
call 273-9300 or view at: 
www.lthacaEstatesRealty.com. 
THE.OLD CIGAR FACTORY 
Ithaca Commons studio, 1 & 2 
bedrooms, hardwood floors, high 
ceilings, bus to IC & Cornell. 
Fall 2003. 273-9462. 
Close to Campus 
One Bedroom Apts. - $600/month.' 
Two Bedroom Apts. - $900/month. 
Four Bedroom Townhouse Suftes- . 
$1 ,600/month. All furnished, off-
street parking, leases starting_ in 
June, July and August. 273 .. 930$). • 
Four Bedroom House on So. Hill. 
Laundry, parking & yard. $330 
per person + utilities. Available 
June 1. Call 272-1870. 
For Aug. 2003--04. 4 bedroom, 2 
bath. LaunQry, large private lot. 
Hillview Place. No pets. $1,300+ . . _ 
339-1382. 
For 2003-2004 one· bedroom fur-
nished apt. Close to IC and The 
Commons. Hardwood floors, 
$570 includes heat. 273-1669. 
South.Hill 
Two-4 bedroom apartments. 
Close to Commons. 
Call 273-3931. 
ETHEL BURCH 
1763 SLATERVILLE ROAD (RT. 79E), ITHACA 
277-3333 or BG@BG.ORG 
A NON-DENa°MINATIONAL CHRIST-CENTERED CHURCH 
SERVING COMMUNITY AND CAMPUS 
Non-formal Worship Service 
Educational Opportunities (Nursery-Adult) 
Traditional Worship Service 
Dec, 2,3. JO & ,lap, 6 
' Worship Service 9:30 a.m. 
Please visit our Web site! www.bg.org 
8:30 a.m. 
10:00 a .m . 
11:15 a.m. 
For Rent 
613 Hudson St. 
8 Bedroom House. 
Can be rented as 3 units (4, 3 
and 1 ). Free laundry and parking. 
Available next school year. 
Call 272-8343 or 272-6189. 
One Bedroom Apartment. Available 
8/1/03 for 10-month lease. No pets. 
For info. call 272-6361. 
Lovely studio apt at 126 Hudson. 




2 miles from IC. 
CREATE BEAUTIFUL FAMILY 
MEMORIES. Spacious Country 
house 2 miles from IC. 3 Br., 2 kJII 
baths, large kitchen, dining room, 
eating porch, yard, pond. $1,100 
Sat. & Sun., extra nights @ $300. 
cnd3@cornell.edu. 
. (607) 255-2531. 
COMMONS WEST 
DOWNTOWN'S BEST 
Luxury 2 & 3 bedrooms, intercom, 
laundry, elevator, on-site 
~anager. 273-9462. 
· GRAND VICTORIAN MANSION 
One block to Commons, com-
pletely modernized, two quality 
rooms-with mini-kitchen, 9 new 
baths, large TV- roor:n, laundry, 
$320 up 273-9462. 
Available next Fall 
3 bedroom apt. on Lake, parking, 
no pets, no smoking. $475 + utm-
ties. Call 273-4211 or 272-1451. 
Available Now & for the Fall . 
Fumished studio apt. on the Lake, 
includes parking, no pets, no 
smoking. $575 including all utili-
ties except garbage. Call ?73- . 
4211 or 272-1451~ 




Internet/Cable Ready. From ' 
$325/RM. Rex. Leases (9 +mos) · 
Call 2TT-8477. 
Four Bedroom Townhouses. :212. 
Giles Street. Furnished, one and 
a half baths, laundry room, trash 
collection :and'Parking. $3251>er · 
· person + utilities.Available June · 
1 or Aug 1. Ru~in _Realty. 
272-1870. 
Sublet 
Summer subfet available at 201 
Pleasant St. 1 to 4 people. Close 
to the Commons. -contact Ben at 
275-9680. $335/month. 
, Notices 
Eck Worship Service. Sun Feb. 9 
11 a.m. Best Western University 
Inn. Topic "Greater Vision." Eck 
reading Hu Song, discussion 
opportunity for all to share love 
for God. Public invited. 
Sponsored by New York Satsang 




Is Food making you 
Miserable? 
Come to a special info meeting 
Food Addicts in Recovery 
Anonymous, Sat., Feb. 8, 
1 0:00a.m. Cornerstone Recovery 
Building. State & Plain Streets, 
387-8329. Open to anyone who 
has a problem with food or is 
concerned about someone else. 
Travel 
Mexico/Caribbean only $250 
round trip! Europe $189 one way! 
Other world wide destinations 
cheap. Book online 
www.airtech.com or 
(212) 219-7000. 
Celebrity Spring Break brought 
to you by StudentCity.com! Book 
now and save up to $100 on all 
International trips. Party like a 
rock star with MAXIM Magazine 
and Jackass' Steve-0. Call 
1-800-293-1445 for details; e-
mail sales@studentcity.com or 
book online at 
www.studentcity.com. 
••• ACT NOW! Last chance to 
Qlt~rant~Jhe t)est Sp~ Break . 
Prices to ·an destinations. Reps 
needed .. . travel free, earn$$$. 
Group discounts for 6+. www.lei-
suretours.com. 800-838-8203. 
#1 Spring Break Vacations! 
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas, & 
Florida! Best Parties, Best Hotels, 
Best Prices! Space is lir,:iited! 
Hurry .up & Book Now! · 
1-800-234-7007. 
endlesssummertours:com. 
Absolute Best Deals for Spring 
Break! Acapulco, Cancun,_ 
Bahamas, Jamaica & Florida; 




This space could be yours. 
To-place a 
classified advertisement,-
call Amanda Frost 
af274-i618. 
1.: .... 
FREE ·DVD PLAYER! 
· (~ Qther_weekly pr_izes) · 
1 paid rental = 1 ticket 2/3/03 .. 4/28/03 
R NTTO 
Only at CollegeTovvn Video. 
I 03 D den Road:-272-3502 -www.colle etownvi:ieo.com 
Save .!!12.... to 
•1~0~ 
Space is limited. Call Now! 
1-800-293-1443 
l___l 
The Ithacan • 
om1cs 
DILBERT " - BY SCOTT ADAMS 
ITS A MILD RASH. 
I 'LL SCRIBBLE AN 
INDECIPHERABLE 
PRESCRIPTION FOR 
~OU. I . 
i WHAT lF YOUR BAD 
a HANDWRITING { i CAUSES THE PHARM- ! 
i:i ACY TO GIVE ME A ~ j HARMFUL MEDICATION? ; 











THATS A LITTLE 
THINC, I CALL 
MARKETING. 
-~.---1i ______________ IL...J!:.~~l....--_. ... &J 
--..----------------_-_-_ ... ____________ E 
I CAN'T READ 
YOUR DOCTOR'S 
HANDLJRITING. 
I'M TAKING ·A MOOD..: 
AL TEP.ING PRESCRIP-
TION DRUG TO TREAT 
. A SKIN RASH. 
MY PROJECT IS IN 
A FLAMING DEATH 
SPIRAL, THANKS TO 
YOU LAZY, SELFISH 
WEASELS. 
THE PRESCRIPTION 
· DRUGS MAKE ME . 
HAPPY I BUT I WORR y 
THAT ITS NOT GEN...: · 
·uINE HAPPINESS. 
.MY MEDICATION 
MAKES M£ CAREFREE · 
r AND HAPPY / BUT. THE 















I'LL GIVE YOU THIS 
MOOD-AL TEP.ING 
DRUG TO MAKE 
YOU HAPPY. 
I .STlLL · ITCH, BUT 
I DON 'T CARE. IN 
FACT, I DON'T EVEN 
THINK YOU 'RE A 
HUGE, STINKIN ' 
WEASEL. 
BUT I'M FEELING 
TERRIFIC BECAUSE 
I 'M. TAKING MOOD-
Al TERING PRESCRIP-
TION DRUGS! 
- ;. ,.,( 
REMEMBER THE 
.OLD SAYING -
"BEAUTY IS ONLY 
BONE DEEP." .. 
e ·. · HEE 




.,; I HI\VE 
i A SKIN l RASH! 






.,; I LOVE 

















I CAN SEE BY ' YOUR 
EXPRESSIONS THAT 
MY DOCTOR IS MUCH 
BETTER THAN YOURS! 
IT MIGHT MAKE YOU 
GROW AN EXOSKEL-
ETON, BUT YOU WON'T 
CARE. 
i 
• BUT ENOUGH ABOUT 
i ME. I DON'T LJANT 
! TO LOOK -----
... _~: SHELLFISH. YOU HAD · 
A CHANCE 
:. . UNTIL THE 
-----PUN. 
.._ ....... ~1.1..----!iiiiiiiiiii&..-----'iL: __ .LJl.t::~~~:t:.-..l.;_Ji .._..,_.......,_...,._...,;,.iliiiiiii ... ___ __. 
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CROSSWORD BY KRTPUZZLES 
ACROSS 
1 Tony or Oscar 
6 Discontinue 
10 Active sort 
14 Printer type 
15 Customary time 
16 Puzzle cube inventor Rubik 
17 Sheer physical strength 
19 Verdi opera 
20 Infrequent 
21 Colt product 
23 Soft-shell clams 
. 27 Duplicates 
28 Made an incision 
29· Shah'~ capital 
31 Restaurant request 
32 HomorCod 
3J Arrests 
36 Tip of a wingtip 
37 ,.5-ltjJJl§,.~6~ . .,,_ 
40 Kauai souvenir 
41 Deneb. or Polaris 
43 Fall cleanup tool 
44 Spruce juice 
46 Change postal maps 
48 Light "rubbing 
49 Perpetrate 
51 Balcony features 
53 Mrs. Peel, e.g. . 
55 Wind resistance 
56 Dog in ·"Peter Pan" 
· 57 "Do unto others ... " 
62 Abbr. on an envelope 
63 Toledo's lake 
64 Hummer's instfl!nient 
65 For fear that 
66· _Watched closely 
· 67 Not quite right 
DOWN 
Priest 's robe 
2 Armed conflict 
3 Sun Devils sch. 
4 Go back over 
5 Visionaries · · 
6 Blacksmith 
7 Rocky outcrop 
8 Cry of pain 
9 Serrilonizer 
10 Expressionless 
11 Adam's legacy? 
12 Provide with a trait 
13 Colorful equines,, 
18 Savage or Couples s 
22 Neither's _companion , 
. 23 Openings for coins 
24 Seer's deck 
25 Affectionate terms 
, 26 Pile maker . . · · 
30 Duel tool 
32 'Thief' star James 
34 Entity 
35 Carries a tune 
38 Woman with a patron 
39 Colombo"~ land , 
42 Leftover piece . 
45 Witty saying 
47 Darting move 
48 E-mail ancestor 
49 ·Manmade waterway 
50· Shaped like Mr. Dumpty 
52 Put two and two together 
54 • Actor Calhoun 
58 Creative answer? 
59 Israeli gun 
60 _ Alamos, N.M. 
.61 Goddess of the dawn 
LAST WEEK'S ANSWERS 
V 
f 
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H u·ghes leads lier· 'sisters' to . success 
. -
BY JOSH MCCANN 
Staff Writer 
Megan Hughes had just been crowned an 
All-American in three events - as a fresh-
man. But, for some reason, she .was upset. 
· team as well as her high school. IHA, located 
in Washington Township, N.J., was ranked 
ninth nationally during Hughes' senior 
year. 
"My training was more intense in high 
school, but it wasn't nearly as fun as this," 
Hughes said. "And I'm actually swimming 
better here, so it worked out for the best." 
Sure, her national accolades capped off a 
rookie season during which she set three 
league records, two pool records and one 
school record. 
Without the .constant demands of travel 
and training, Hughes can devote more at-
tention to fostering ream cohesion. But Hughes, now a Junior, still felt 
something was missing - her teammates. _Pytel~_ who heaped praise on Hughes for 
her leadership and competitiveness, re-
called how she often made personal sacrifices 
to build team unity between upperclassmen 
and newcomers, even in high school. 
Two Ithaca relay teams had ,provisional-
ly qualified for n~tionals, but their times were 
not quite fas~ enough to earn them a ticket 
to "the national championship. 
Thus, Hughes was forced to fly solo. 
·"[Hughes] went individually, and she was 
really disappointed that the relays couldn'r 
go," junior Katie Centrella said. 
Apparently, Hughes hasn't changed a bit. 
"I look up to her like an older sister," . 
. freshman Jamie Britz said. "I feel like she's . 
always there, and always willing to do any-
That she missed her teammates that 
day was not a great surprise. Hugh-
es' high school coach, Bob Pytel, 
remembered her as "a real team 
thing for anyone else." . 
In fact, Hughes acts as Britz's sur-
. rogate sister, through the 
team's "big sister-little 
· sister" program. . The 
-. older Bombers match 
· . up with underclass-
. ._ inen and serve as 
.·. mentors to as-
leader, at} outstanding 
~aptain. "· 








team provided · a . 
more relaxed envi-
ronment. 
"I really just ex- · 
pected to have a lot of 
fun [at Ithaca]," Hugh-
es said. "I was expect- ·. 
ing to have · a great •.· .. 
. ·coacW, Iino just have a lot ' 
of fun.with the girls and'.take 
away a lot of the intense 
si~ of.swimming." 
A 
she enjoyed her time fm- · 
mensely under" PyteV'at 
prep powerhouse Im-
maculate Heart Acade-
my, she · eventually. 
grew tired of the long 
ho:ms reqaired. to meet 
the dual demands of . 







ROBIN ROEMER/THE ITHACAN 
JUNIOR MEGAN HUGHES. relaxes In the Hill Center pool before practice Wednesday. 
Hughes, a captain, looks to help her t~ammates return to nationals. 
. . to college life. To sup-
port each other, the pairs trade small freestyle relay team. A trip to nationals hung While Hughes enjoys taking a relaxed ap-
·motivational trinkets before in the balance. proach to swimming, she remains serious 
meets. 1 • In _ came team _____________ about her role as a 
Hughes' example has rubbed off leader Hughes, who , , . : . . . . team leader. 
• on Britz', :who called her junior dropped a few words . ' In the. water, I Jhmk she "In the water, I think 
• teammate ''a great role model for the. of encouragement to ., . . 1 , . ~ · she doesn't feel any 
. whole. team." ' . Centrella. doesn .t. feel anypressure, pressure, because it's 
. a:·~~~~~::,ri~fj~~~~~~~~~; ev~?ha:e0~n ::i:~~ beCBij$e)J:§ jus_:  t $econd ~~:t~'~ct~!tr~~:~r~af~~ 
•things that I could try to do to help go to natiorlals without l 7·' 'But out of the water, I 
J111111at-:•llf alwfXS *lude them~ ,i.h~r.•: , qntfella said. natµre i~ f1?0Sf. ~ ~ : . :,.p . think she just ._ r~ally 
make tqem feel' w.tlcome," Bntz '' The : _r~lay ~m r ,_ ?'l? ; -. :--KAt,~1 t;ENTR_ELLA wants to do a gooq job 
said. ~ .. . .--- -;.~ended ;µp ~qualiAt~ . . --:,,1-, .! 1 .-:1~;nior Sw,mnur in leadil\gJhetea~and 
~ritz is not the only : and finishing fifth in . . · :_, · ' · _ · .. , . making sure every-
Bo~~r t\H>~n~nt (rB~ Hughf ,, ~ 7 ~out;,.trj in a Sc.1}90!-.r~?rd iinie .. 2n r1iQ- tiji~g's·OK. -- ' , · '. gmdance,Mwever. . . . •. ~ utes; ... A-1.59 seconds, eammg alLfout..J:ela..y ~ ~--~·ks..a big responsibitity,. and sotnet1mes 
. Before the 2002 state meml):ers. All-American accoliides. The she worries about if she's doing a good job 
meet, Centrella was nervous af- same quartet of juniors earned a second set · or not, and we're like, 'You're doing fine."' 
ter finding out she was swim- of All-American awards_ . .by finishing-11th in .. . Than.ks in·part to Hughes, so are her-team-
• mingi as Pat: of-the , 800~yard . the 400:yard freestyle_ relay:. · . . . iriJlteS. . . . . . . . ' 
Beating _William 'smith a Piece of cake 
-~ -~ i ~ ~ ·!. ~·. ' . . . . . \ 
BY JOSH MCCANN 
Staff Writer 
The Bombers had a little ex.tra 
incentive to hustle through Tuesday 







day, 140-65, the Blue and Gold got 
to dig in on a giant cake for 
dessert. 
The sweet treat was intended to 
honor senior co-captain Karrie 
Syck, who had just completed the 
final home meet of-her career. But 
the cake could )ust as easily have 
colll)Tlemorated the Bombers' fifth 
undefeated dual-meet season in six 
years. 
Or it could have served as a eel.:. 
ebration of the · beginning of the · 
long-awaited period of tapered 
training that leads up to champi..: 
onship season. 
Junior diver Kristen Shorette, 
who won both the 1- and 3-meter 
competltmns, appears fo be · 
rounding into fomi just in time. 
Coming off a successful weekend 
in which Shorette . provisionally 
qualified for nationals at both 
heights and broke her own pool 
record in the I-meter, she was ea-
ger to improve · her · chances 
against the Herons. 
"I wanted to dive tonight be-
cause before tonight I had just bare-
1 y made the requirement for sub-
~*ing a tape to .nationals and the 
. · _ · . _you've qualified the 
more chance you get to go," 
it.Shorette said. 
While her scores from Tuesday 
. were just below the requirements, 
Shorette was suffering from a rib in-
jury that caused pain on more dif-
ficult di'Ves. 
· Shorette will take it easy for two 
weeks before she will have one 
more opportunity to bolster her re-
sume at the New York State 
Women's Collegiate Athletic As-
sociation meet in Syracuse. She will 
then submit videotapes of her per-
formances to a national selection 
committee for a subjective evalu-
ation process. . 
Diving co-coach Willie Miller 
said he was confident Shorette has 
done enough to get in. 
The Blue ·and Gold are also 
awaiting word on their 800-yard 
'freestyle relay team, which has 
also met the NCAA's provisional 
standard. The relay team: which 
finished fifth-at nationals .a year 
_ago, is likely io-get in again since 
it is less than a second from qual-
ifying automatically any~ay. 
The Bombers' time is the fifth-
fastest in Division Ill this year. 
· One potential hurdle remains if 
Ithaca is to make an even better 
showing this season, since the · 
Bombers achieved· ·their '. provi-
sional time before junior Michelle 
Yellin ' left for France: Luckily, 
coach Paula Miller has settled on 
a capable · substitute, freshman 
sprinter Stacey Bowen. 
. Even though Bowen ~as pri-
marily swum shorter events thus far, 
Miller believes the talented rookie 
has the range to compete at longer 
distances as well. 
"She can do any distance, but 
she doesn't realize that yet." 
Miller said. "She just thinks of her-
self as a sprinter, but she's very ca-
pable of doing anything." 
In order to prepare for her up-
coming role as a relay replacement, 
Bowen took a ~tab at the lengthy 
500-yard freestyle Tuesday. 
Even though Bowen said she 
tried a variety of events during her 
prep career, she admitted she was 
nervous before her collegiate dis-
tance debut. Nonetheless, Bowen 
claimed first place in 5 minutes, 
c27.99 seconds. Bowen also won the 
50-yard freestyle and contributed to 
the victorious 200-yard medley 
r~lay. 
Facing the daunting challenge of 
replacing an All-American, 
Bowen remains cautiously opti-
mistic. 
"It's tough, becau~e [Yellin] 
· had a really good time for the re-
lay, so in order for me to get that 
time, I have to drop a few seconds," 
·Bow~n.said. "I'm just trying to at 
least' matcti what she had." . 
If Bowen swims as well as her 
coach thinks she can, the · 
· Bombers could f>e in for : even 
. sweeter rewards. 
KRISTEN MAGEE/THE ITHACAN 
JUNIOR KRISTEN SHORETTE dlve_s against WHHam Smith Tuesday 
· at the HIii Center pool. T~e Bombers won the dual meet 140-65. 
WO_MEN'S S~IMMING AND DIVING 
DUAL MEET RECORDS 
Year ~ecord State Finish 
1996-1997 8-1 first 




. ''. 1999-2000 ·. 8-2 1 second 
· 2000,-2001 10-0 first 
• 2001-2002· 1t-O first 
2002-2003. 11~0 Feb.20 
.... -




a tad out of whack 
As journalists in the Park School, we 
are trained to keep an eye out for any type 
of statistic or quotation that might lead to 
a bigger, untold story. 
The Jan. 30 edition of The Ithacan fea-
tured a well-done article by No-
ria Litak~r and Josh McCann 
about lth_aca's recru1tmg 
-process in sports. According to 
the story, Ithaca's men's sport-
ing · teams received 71.8 
MARIO 
-FONTANA 
percent of the mpney 
given out for recruiting. 
In the words of the 
prophet Stone. Cold 
Steve Austin, 
"WHAT?" 
I'm a tad con-
fused by all of this, so 
maybe somebody can 
help me. How does a 
school that features 12 
women's sports teams out of23 have such 
a huge discrepancy in recruitment dollars? 
Unfortunately, Ithaca doesn't want to release 
specific figures, and coaches don't want to 
shed light on the budgets they work with. 
The fact remains that the 11 men 's 
teams on campus receive $22,000 more 
than their female counterparts. Brian 
McAree, vice president for student affairs 
and campus life, told me that each 
tea~ 's recruiting budget is based on the 
size of its recruiting class, the needs of re-
cruits and necessary traveling. 
"Each year is different," McAree 
said. "It depends on the coaches them-
selves to figClre on what they need." 
Like McAree, athletics director Kristen 
Ford was not familiar with the specific num-
bers, but she said they-only reflect mon_ey 
spent, not the entire budget. Conceivably, 
coaches from women's teams wouldn't have 
used their entire budgets. 
"I've never denied a coach an increase( 
in their budget," Ford said. 
Despite the positive reinforcements by 
. McAree and Ford, I tend to remain some-
what suspicious of this budget. If we as-
sume that men's and women's teams in 
the same sport (i.e. basketball) were al-
lotted similar budgets, then that leaves 
field - hockey, fQOtball, g,ymnastics, 
wrestling and volleyball as sports wit~ 
unique spending needs. 
Football stands out over the other four 
because of the size of the program. The ju-
nior yarsity and varsity football rosters are 
more than triple that of the tield hockey, 
gymnastics and volleyball teams. _But even 
if the football team routinely brings in 40 
prospects a weekend to eat the gourmet 
food provided by Sodexho, that still 
-doesn't add up to the huge differential. 
Ford and McAree said because each 
coach has a different recruiting style, it leads 
to some needing more money than others-do 
to bring in talent. Thatlhay be true; but there 
certainly are ipore advantages to going .and 
seeing players in person rather than watch-
ing amateur videos. Should coaches like field 
hockey's Tracey Houk be obligated to p~y 
the bill if they go over their budget? 
Considering our female teams have 
~onsiderably _ outperformed the male 
teams on the field in recent years, it would 
be interesting to see ·what they could do 
on an equal budget. 
"Bottom line, I wish we had a bit more 
to recruit with," said coach Mindy Quigg 
of the women's soccer team. ''There are a 
couple more tournaments I'd like to get to." 
There's no doubt that this is a problem 
that needs to be addressed immediately. If 
the Ithaca College higher-ups want to ex-
plain the immense gap in recruiting fund-
ing, then I'm listening. Otherwise, this col-
umn just goes to show what paying atten-
tion can expose. 
Mario Fontana's Press Box appears in 
. this space every week. E-mail him at 
TheF ont9@aol.com -- . 
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· Slow start :d~esn't stop streak 
.. ••, . ....... . ,. 
QAALY CHAMBERLIN/THE ITHACAN 
ITHACA FRESHMAN EMILY MOORE races against senior Alen·a Seabrook to catch the ball before It goes out of bounds Tuesday 
night against Oneonta. The Bombers rebounded from a slow start to beat the Red Dragons, 74-62. 
Freshmen contribute while rebounding aids IC in 1 Oth .. str<iight win 
BY JENNIFER BEEKMAN 
Staff Writer 
In what seemed like two different 
games, the Bombers (15-3) outplayed 
Oneonta in the end to claim their 10th-straight 
victory, de~t- .-------------. 
ing the · Red 
Dragons Tues- Women's basketball 
day, 74-62: 
Fresh off Fri-
day's win over previously 21st-ranked St. 
John Fisher, the Bombers got off to a some-
what slow, lethargic start. Oneonta capital-
ized on the struggling Ithaca squad by tak-
ing an early seven-point lead. 
"In the first half, we were a step slow," 
said sophomore Stephanie ·cleary, who led 
the Bombers in sc.oring with 18 points. "In 
the second half, we picked it up, and that 
kicked our offense." 
A ·couple of late first-half scoring 
-WOMEN'S DIVISION Ill 
· D3HOOPS.COM 
NATIONAL RANKINGS 
No. Team Record 
1. Washington (Mo.) 18-0 
2. Hardrn-Simmons (Texas)17-0 
3. Hope (Mich .) 19-0 
4. Wisconsin-Eau Claire 19-1 
5. Carleton (Minn.) 18-0 
6. Bowdoin (Maine) 17-1 
7. Scranton (Pa.) 18-1 
8. King's (Pa.) 16-2 
9. Rochester 16-1 
10. Gustavus Adolphus (Minn.) 17-1 
11 . St. Benedict (Minn.) 17-2 
12. Wilmington (Ohio) 16-2 
13. DeSales (Pa.) 17-2 . 
14. Baldwin-Wallace (Ohio) 17-2 
15. Messiah (Pa.) 17-2 
16. Eastern Connecticut 17-2 
17. Wisconsin-Oshkosh 16-3 
18. Southern Maine 16-3 
19: DePauw (Ind.) 16-3 
20. Wisconsin-Stevens Point 15-4 
21. Wesleyan (Conn.) 16-2 
22. ITHACA 15-3 
23. St. Lawrence 16-2 
24. St. John Fisher 14-2 
25. Trinity (Texas) 15-4 
spurts - including a three•point bomb from 
junior Jennie Swatling (15 points) - a~d 
a decrease in Oneonta's intensify helped the 
Bombers regroup at halftime. 
Taking the floor in the second half, it be-
came immediately apparent the Bombers 
bad regained their swagger. Several -of 
Cleary's game.:.high six. steals helped 
jumps tart the Bombers' offense, which 
stretched the team's lead to seven midway 
through the second half. 
Their poor start showed coach Dan Ray-
mond a need for improvement. 
"Offensively in the half court, we didn't 
execute well at all," he said. "There were 
times when we were very sloppy." 
Though ~aymond and assistant coach Tara 
Ruckh have admitted to .being "perfection-
ists" when it comes to offensive el(ecution, 
the Bombers overcame.their offensive defi-
ciencies by capitalizing on the Red Dragons 
with tough play on the boards. 
Junior Kelly Gawronski pulled down a 
game-high eight rebounds, as the Blue and 
Gold out-rebounded Oneonta, 46-36. 
Eighteen of those boards were offensive, led • 
the first-year members. 
"We' re ve_ry fortunate with our depth,' ' 
Raymond · said "The freshmen are able to 
learn in practice and games, watching the vet-
eran players and seeing what they ' re doing. 
The_y've understood, and they've had a real 
great attitude as far as understanding that it's 
a learning process." 
Cleary agreed and said the team is meld-
ing well now, something that will help them 
achieve postseason success. 
One goa] the team hou~l!~~'-•111eve is 
to once again end the season atop the Em-
pire 8. The Bombers are only four con-
ference games away from achieving this 
feat, which would lead them co their third 
consecutive appearance in the NCAA 
playoffs. . 
Cleary said the team's win over St. John 
Fisher let opponents know they are capa-
ble of playing with and beating any team. 
To other teams, Ithaca is the team to beat. 
"They're quality," Oneonta head coach 
Dan McGraw said. "Other teams target them 
because they are highly recognized in the 
state year in and year out." 
by senior Kerri Brown ( 13 points, 4 ~----------------, 
steals, 6 rebounds), who had five. 
Swatling, who at times drops down to for-
ward, also contributed on the boards, fin-
ishing-with six. 
"We're asking Jennie Swatling to do a lot," , 
Raymond says. "When she is playing that in-
side position, we are asking her. to do a lot, 
and she is doing a nice job." 
No one can track a shot's path better than 
the shooter. The Bombers used this tactic 
successfully agatnst the Red Dragons. 
Though shooting only 23.5 percent from 
three-point range and 44.9 percent from in-
side the arc, the Bombers followed up their 
shots to the basket and got several offensive 
boards in return. 
Brown helped the team's offense with 
her outstanding ball-handling skills, pµsh-
iilg through numerous defenders to take the 
ball to the basket herself or feed the ball 
off to an open teammate. One play later in 
the second half saw Brown turning from left 
to right and dancing through t}le center, past 
several red uniforms before shooting the 
ball to senior Heather Savignano who net-
ted 1he· shot for two: 
Against Oneonta, many of the freshmen 
were given playing time, and Raymond said 
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL 
. Bombers vs. Oneonta 
Tuesday 
Bombers (74) 
Kelly Gawronski 3-5 0-3 6, Alex 
lvansheck 1-4 0-0 2, Kerri 'Brown 6-18 
0-0 13, Jennie Swatling 6-8 2-2 15, 
Stephanie Cleary 8-13 o-o 18, ·sam · 
Schwartz 0-0 0-0 0, Megan Micha 0-0 
2-6 2, Jessica Poole 2-6 0-0 4, Emily 
Moore 0-1 1-2 1, Carolyn Cox 2-4 1-5 5, 
Molly Brennan 0-1 0-0 0, Heather 
Savignano 2-4 2-4 6, Jill Post 1-5 0-0 2. 
Totals 31-69 8-19 74. 
Oneonta (62) 
. Alena Seabrook 2-5 0-0 4, Allie 
Sullivan 1-1 4-4 6, Kristen Tursi 3-7 0-0 
7, Marie Davey 3-7 0-2 6, Ann Marie 
Faia 2-10 0-0 4, Katy Loomis 3-3 2-2 8, 
Melissa Donohue 1-8 0-0 2, Beth 
Branham 3-7 0-0 7, Darlene Kehn 0-1 
2-2 2, Leah Dumond 1.;2 0-0 2, Noreen 
Naughton 1-4 1-1 3, Kristen Wittig 4-7 . 
2-210, Melanie Trelease 0-0 0-0 0. 
Totals.24-6211-13 62. 
h~ is·pleascd with the progress he sees from . ....__ ____________ _ 
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Senior takes smaller role in stride 
Defensive stalwart's offensive numbers are down 
BY BRAD TIEDE 
Staff Writer 
Matt Riggins was a primary cat-
alyst for the men's basketball 
team last year. But, this season the 
6-foot-3 senior forward has become 
a non-factor in the Bomber offense, 
which has struggled to find its 
championship form of 2002. 
Though aggressiveness and in-
tensity have continued to character-
ize Riggins' defensive play, ·his of-
fensive produc-
Indeed, there's plenty to like 
about Riggins. Aside from being 
well-liked by his teammates, he's 
a solid shooter, .an efficient ball 
handler, a great defender and an ex-
plosive slasher. 
So why the drop off? 
First, a successful team is not 
made from the contributions of one 
player. The Bombers (7-10, 4-3 E8) 
soundly demonstrated that philos-
ophy at the end of last year, win-
ning 10 of their final 12 games to 
tion has not made ' ' It's fine for me as 
its usual signifi-
capture their 
first Empire 8 ti-
tle since 1993. 








game and 5.6 
points per game 
while shooting at 
a 37.4 percent 
clip, Riggins' of-
fensive numbers 
long as I'm out there 
on the court, that's all 
that matters to me_,, 
nance has not. 
- MATT RIGGINS "We like him 
have dwindled from last season's 
(5.8 rpg, 11.9 ppg, 46.7 percent). 
The decline is a result of sever-
al factors . 
"I think part of the reason his 
numbers have been impacted this 
year is because we haven't run the 
ball as well in transition, and that is 
his !,ame," coach Jim Mullins said. 
Riggins' lone .. offensive out-
burst came against Nazareth Jan. 
25. He totaled 13 points and six re-
. bounds i~ an 80-77 defeat, a game 
the Bombers led by 14 points 
midway ,through the second half. 
"It's fine for me as long as I'm 
out there on the court, that's all that 
matters to ine," Riggins said. 
Senior Forward attacking the 
basket," Mullins · 
said. "He is a great athlete and does 
makes plays for u~. We want him 
to attack the paint, whether in tran-
sition or by making cuts without the 
ball, and that is no different than last 
year." . • • 
This season there have been 
times when Riggins has looked hes-
itant to launch his patented shot, but 
his willingness to hold off has re-
sulted in higher percentage shots for 
his teammates. 
"On the offensive side, Matt is · 
still going to get h1s point~,' but this 
_year · we have better balance, and 
we're trying to utilize that to our ad-
vantage," assistant coach Sherry 
Dobbs said. 
That balance has come in the 
shape of junior Tyler Schulz and 
sophomore Jesse Roth, who are av- · 
eraging career highs in points this 
season. 
"Of course everybody wants to 
score ... but this year we.have guys 
that are more of a priority to get the 
ball to," Riggins said. "Last year I 
started off as the scorer, and my team-
mates kept looking at me to score, 
and that's what kept me going. This 
year they aren't looking to get the ball 
to me as much becauSt! of what Tyler 
and Jesse have done." 
One area where Riggins' effec-
tiveness has remained steady is the 
defensive end. 
"Matt has re~ly become our pri- . 
mary defender this year," Dobbs 
said. "He always takes the other 
team's best player and really ex-
pends a lot of energy on the de-
ferisi ve side of the floor:" 
With Riggins no longer the No. 1 
option in Ithaca's offensive scheme, 
opponents have focused their atten-
tion on shutting down the Bombers t 
deep-shooting arsenal and im-
proved inside game. Nonetheless, 
Riggins feels confident he can regain 
the hot hand if called upon: 
"It's easier to score when the 
coaching staff is looking to get you 
the ball," Riggins said. "Last year [in] 
the majority of my games, I was tak-
ing 10 or more shots, and this year I 
don't think I have even broken 10 
shots a game. Unless I'm hitting every 
shot I take, it's going to be tough to 
match my numbers from last year. As 
long as I can do what is best for the 
team, that's all that really matters:" 
Try G.P.'s .DOUGHLICIOUS Calzones! 
1. "Gotta Lotta Ricotta" Cheese 
Mozzarella, ricotta and romano cheeses. 
2. Ram 
··Mozzarella; ricotta and roinano'-cheeses. 
3. Veggie 
. Mushrooms, olives; peppers, oni0ns, spinach, · 
broccoli,mozzarella, ricotta and romano. 
4.Pep~ 
Mozzarella, .ricotta d romano cheeses. 
s. Spinach & Cheese 
Mozzarella, ricotta and roman~ 
6. Broccoli & Cheese 
Mozzarella, ricotta and romano cheeses. 
7. Meat 
Bacon, hamburger, sausage and mozzarella cheese. 
8. Hamburger 
21. Artichoke 
Marinated artichoke hearts, mozzarella, ricotta. 
22. Philly , 
Grille·d steak, onions, peppers, mozzarella. 
23. Chick-N-Bacon . 
Diced chicken, bacon, barbecue sauce, mozzarella. 
24. Buffalo .Wing . 
. Diced chicken, hot sauce, blue cheese, mozzarella. 
25. Spiedie Calzone 
Diced chicken, spiedie sauce, mozzarella cheese. 
26. Chick-N-Broccoli 
Diced chicken, broccoli, mozzarella, ricotta, 
romano. 
27. Kamikaze Calzone 
Sausage, meatball, pepperoni, hot peppers, hot 
sauce, tomato sauce, mozzarella. 
28. Spinach & Mushroom 
REBECCA GARDNER/THE ITHACAN 
SENIOR MATT RIGGINS looks to pass in a game against Cortland in 
December. Riggins Is the Bombers' primary·defender this season. 
Try Our Tofu Wings. 
Available with any of our 10 chicken wing sauces. 
. \/way, J, rt'( ' /',,p,i Hit/, \11y l'i~.~u. 
272-1.950 
404 W. Stale St. 
Wings Calzones Subs Pasta 
Meal Deals! Hamburger, bacon and mozzarella. 
9. Eggplant 
Baked, breaded eggplant, mozzarella, ricotta and romano. 
10. Mixed 
Spinach, mushroom, mozzarella, ricotta, romano. 
29. Chick-N-Pesto 
Diced chicken, pesto sauce, mozzarella, ricotta. 
30. White Garlic Calzone 
1. Large cheese pizza, one dozen chicken or tofu wings & two 
Pepsis. Only $12.95 ! Tax incl.. 
Pepperoni, sausage, peppers, mushrooms, mozzarella, 
ricotta, romano. 
11. Chicken Blue 
Barbecue chicken, bltie cheese, mozzarella. 
12. Hawaiian 
Ham, pineapple, mozzarella, ricotta, romano. 
13. Greek Calzone 
Spinach, tomatoes, black olives, and mozzarella. 
14: Chicken Parmesan 
Tomato sauce, mozzarella, ricotta, romano. 
15. Meatball Parmesan 
Tomato sauce. mozzarella, ricotta, romano. 
16. Sausage Parmesan 
Tomato sauce, mozzarella, r icotta, romano. 
17. Veal Parmesan 
Tomato sauce, mozzarella, ricotta, romano. 
1'.8. Pesto 
Tomato sauce, pesto sauce, mozzarella, ricotta, romano. 
19. BBQ Smoke 
Grilled steak, smoked barbecue sauce, mozzarella, 
. rico.tta. 
20. Cordon Blue 
Chicken, ham, blue cheese, mozzarella. 
Our white garlic sauce, mozzarella,- ricotta, romano. 
31. Pizza Calzone 
Pepperoni , mozzarella, tomato sauce. 
32. Bar-B-Q Chicken 
Smoked BBQ sauce, mozzarella. 
33. Oriental Chicken 
Diced chicken, teriyaki sauce, mozzarella. 
34. Golden Age Calzone 
Diced chicken , golden sauce, mozzarella. 
35. Tofu Calzone 
Tofu , mozzarella, and any two toppings of your 
choice. · 
36. Reconstruction Calzone . 
You create your own calzone. 
37. Bake-N-Egg 
Egg, bacon, and mozzarella cheese. 
38. Rise & Shine 
Egg and mozzarella cheese. 
39. Ham-N-Egg 
Ham, egg, mozzarella cheese. 
40. Omelet Calzone. 
Egg, onions, peppers,. mozzarella. 
Why settle for a zone ... when you can Wave a CALZONE! They're twice as 
BIG for ONLY $6.50! Tax included. *SPECIAL: 3 CALZONES for 
ONLY $14.50! Tax incl: 
NOW HIRING DRIVERS AND IN-STORE HELP. 
Offering the LARGEST delivery range, Op~Y.J (h~;Lat~(JO~td~n! 
. Sunday through Wednesday '.until 3a00,,a.~~.:, 
. · · Thursday through Saturday unti l- 4:00 a.m~ . ✓- •. · 
2. Medium cheese pizza,_one dozen chicken or tofu wings & two 
Pepsis. Only $10.95 ! Tax incl. 
3. Two medium cheese pizzas & four Pepsis. Only $12.95! tax 
incl. · 
· 4. Two large cheese pizzas & four Pepsis. Only $15.95! Tax incl. 
5. PARTY PACK- giant cheese sheet pizza, two dozen chicken 
or tofu wings & two Pepsis. Only $20.95 ! Tax incl. 
6. GIANT PACK - giant cheese sheet pizza, four dozen chicken 
or tofu wings & two ,Pepsis . Only $29.95 ! Tax incl. 
7. 100 buffalo style chicken wings. Only $29.95! Tax incl. 
8. G.P.'s DOUGHLICIOUS CALZONES! 3 for ONLY $15.95! 
Tax incl. 
9. Large cheese pizza. ONLY $6.95 ! Tax incl. PICK UP ONLY! 
10. Medium cheese pizza. Only $4.95! Tax incl. PICKUP 
ONLY! 
11. Large Pizza, 2 toppings, 2 Pepsis. Only $12.95! Tax incl. 
12. Medium Pizza, 2 toppings, 2 Pepsis.Only $10,95 ! Tax incl. 
13. Large Pizza, Unlimited toppings, 2 Pepsis. Only $15.95! 
Tax incl. 
14. Medium Pizza, Unlimited toppings, 2; Pepsis. Only .$13.95! 
Tax incl. · 
15 . Folir/ ?~J?:~Y-1'.'~:mr - 4 Large Pizzas, 4 dozen wings and 4 
Pepsjs,. O~ly •.$44.44! Tax inc_l. 
,.No .coupons ne_c~ssary. No limit when ord~~ing· .
.,r 
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Ecology and Development 
Contac;t Susan Allen-Gil at .~allen@J/haca.edu 
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC 
Aging and Health Care in Latin America 
Contact Katherine Beissner at beissner@ith.1ca.edu 
Culture and Society 
Contact Hector Velez at ve/ez@ithaca.edu 
Health Care and Culture 
Cdntact Carole Dennis at cdennis@ithaca.edu 
Life-Span Development & Culture 
Contact Judith Pena-Schaff at jpenaper@ithaca.edu 
ITALY: 
Language · and Culture in Siena 
Contact Julia Cozzarelli at jcozzarelli@ithaec1.edu 
Photo Italy in Florence 
Contact Janke levy at j/evy@~thaca.edu 
... · .. -~~••;~ •.tocat. .!!:9Ur®tdoor•tnu.k;felt. NEW ZEALAND: 
Ecotoudsm and · Natura~ Resources 
Contact Rob -Porter iit rporter@iti1aca.edu 
··· VIETNAM: 
Cultl:)re and Economic Transformation 
C~ntact Shaianne Osterreich at sosterreich@ithaca.edu . 
Applications for these summer programs can be printed ot,rt from the fot'L 
Programs website at http://www.ithaca.edu/oip/studyabroad' app.html. 
Please bring completed applications to the Office of lnt'I. Programs, . . . . 
213 Muller Center, along with a $20 _application fee. .. 
• . . Formorelntormatlon,conactthe 
Office of lntematlQnal Programs. 213 flU~r Faculty~~. 274-3306 
· · An~ouncing _ the F·all ·2003 ;· i . ..-: . 
,_·.-._ 
• ' I t • • • ~ 
·. Off-Ca01pus Application Process! 
. Off-Campus· Applications will be available at the· Reside~tial _Life· Office on: 
_. ·. · Monday, Feb. 3, 2003 at 9 a.m. 
Completed Applications are due to the Residential Life Office on: · 
· Friday, Feb~ 21, 2003 at 5 p.m . 
. : ' . 
Applkations received before 5 p.m. Feb .. 21, 
will be prioritized in lottery number order. 
Applications received after 5 p.m. : Feb. 2 ~;,, 
will be added to the ent;l of the list in tl!,e order they tire received . 
. For -~ore info~&tion, visit th~ lottery ~eb~ite a,t www.ithaca.edu/~ottecy. 
. . 
-





The men's sw_imming and diving team 
(15-1) closed out the regular season with a 
convincing win over Rochester, 142-89, Sat-
urday at the Hill Center pool. 
The Bombers won nine of the 13 events 
and swept the top three spots in the 1,000-
and 500-yard freestyle races as well as the 
200-yard individual medley. 
Senior diver Devin Fay qualified for the 
NCAA Diving Championships with a score 
of 461 points after winning both the I-me-
ter and 3-meter diving competitions. 
In the 1,000-yard freestyle, sophomore 
standout Steve Barnes cap~red first place 
with a time of 10:04.04. 
Senior tfi.:captain Ryan Orser swam to vic-
tory in the 200 IM and in the 500-yard 
freestyle, winning the race in 5:12.93. 
Junior tri-captain Mike Thurk was a dou-
ble-winner for the Bombers, taking first in 
the 100-yard breaststroke and the SO-yard 
freestyle. 
The Bombers will return to action on Feb. 
27 for the Upper New York State Swimming 
Associition Championships at Webster 
High School in Rochester. 
Women's aquati~s 
Saturday 
The Bombers did a little bit of everything 
to remain undefeated (10-0) in dual-meet 
competition by topping Rochester, 149-93. 
After sophomore swimmer Sarah Donner 
sang the national anthem, eight Bombers 
combined to produce individual victori~s in 
nine of 13 events at the Hill Center pool. . 
Junior Kristen Shorette punctuated Itha-
. ca's 10th dual.:.meet win of the ye¥ by win-
njag both the 1- and 3-meter diving compe-ti . . . . . 
marks in the process. 
·· The junior diver set a new pool record in 
the 1-meter event with 262.9 points. In the 3-
,-rer, Shorette qualified for nationals for the 
~ond-straight week with a score _of 264.4. 
Men's basketball" 
Frida.y 
Junior fonwrd Tyler Schulz scored a sea-
son-high 24 points"aod totaled 10 rebounds 
SARAH SCHULTE/THE ITHACAN. 
SOPHOMORE USA HARDY competN at 
the Cornell Five-Way Jan. 25. 
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KRISTEN MAGEE/THE ITHACAN 
JUNIOR GEOFF BUTEAU swims the butterfly leg of the individual medley Saturday. The Bombers beat Rochester 142-89. 
as the Bombers improved to 4-2 in the Em-
pire 8 and 7-9 overall with a 7 4-63 victo-
ry over Alfred. Schulz connected on 9-of-
17 from the floor and was 6-of-11 on free 
throw attempts. 
Senior forward Will Hill came off the 
bench to post a double-double, scoring 14 
points and grabbing 10 rebounds. Addition-
al scorers included sophomore guard Nate 
Thomas with 11 points and center Jason 
Wallen with 8 points. 
Gavin Backus scored 18 points to lead Al-
fred (4-12). The Saxons were held to 34 per-
cent shooting (19-of-56). 
Saturday 
Ithaca rallied from a 15-point second-
half deficit to narrow the gap to one point 
with five and a half minutes left to play be-
fore 21st-ranked St. John Fisher (5-2 Em-
pire 8, 1'4-4)"widened its lead and won com-
, 
Junior forward ler Schulz ·Ti the 
Bombers with 19 points. Four other players 
also hit double-figures. Sophomore guard 
Jesse Roth tallied 14 points and four assists, 
junior guard Sean, Clifford scored ·13 
points; senior center Jason -Wallen had 12 
points, and freshman guard Jim Bellis post-
ed 11 points. · 
. The Bombe~ dropped to 4-3 in the Em-
pire 8 and 7-10 overall. The squad missed a 
chance to move up in the standings when 
Nazareth lost to Hartwick. 
The Bombers started off their weekend on 
a high note with an 80-39 bludgeoning of Al-
fred Friday. 
Ithaca took control from the start of the 
uneven ~atchup between the stronger 
Bomber squad and the Saxons, never giving 
Alfred even the slightest chance to get back 
into the game. 
Sophomore Stephanie Cleary scored a 
game-high 20 points in the victory, three more 
than the entire Alfred team could muster in 
the first }\alf. · · 
Juniors Alex lvansheck and Kelly 
Gawronski scored 12 points and 10 points re-
spectively. Freshman Jill Post contributed IO 
points and seven rebounds. 
Saturday 
Ithaca leads the race for the Empire 8 ti-
tle after defeating St. John Fisher 57-55. 
Junior Kelly Gawronski, who con-
tributed nine points and six rebounds to the 
win, scored with 20 seconds remaining in 
the game to seal the victory for the 
Bombers. 
The win over the 21st-ranked St. John 
Fisher team, which was also ranked No. l in 
the NCAA East region, was the Bombers' 
ninth-straight victory and its 20th-consecu-
tive conference win. 
Senior Kerri Brown led the 27th-ranked 
Bombers in ~~pring with 15 points. She also 
contributed j:!gllt_ rebounds. Sophomore 
Stephanie Cleary sco~ 12 points, and ju-
nior Jennie Swatling added 10 points. 
The Bombers have only four more con-
ference games to maintain their Empire 8 lead. 
Gymnastics 
Saturday 
The fifth-ranked Bombers continued 
their mastery over ninth-ranked Springfield -
(Mass.) Saturday. Ithaca's 183.075-179.175 
victory marked the fourth consecutive sea-
son it has defeated Springfield in a 'dual meet. . 
Sophomore Nancy Patterson starred for 
the Bombers for the second-straight meet as 
she won the uneven bars (9.075) and took 
second on the balance beam (9.475). 
Sophomore Devon Malcolm matched a · 
career best in the floor exercise with a score 
of 9.600, tying Springfield sophomore 
Rachel MacPhail for first. Malcolm's score 
is the fourth best in Ithaca history. 
lbe Bombers return to action on Feb: 15 
at the Cornell Invitational. 
Men's indoor 
track and field 
Saturday 
Junior Kristen Cravotta won the 1,000-
meter run (3:02.81), junior Amanda 
Laythan1 placed first in the I ,500-meter run 
(4:45.92) and junior Genevieve Billia won 
the 20-pound weight throw with a hurl of 
12.91 meters. 
Ithaca also won the 1,600-meter relay with 
Janovich, Maston, Briguglio and Cravotta 
winning in 4:10.41. Senior Anne Ruminski 
and sophomore Megan Sturges placed sec-
·ond and third, respectively, in the 3,000-me-
ter run with times of 10:55.12 and 
10:56.52. 
The Bombers return to .iction on Satur-
day at Colgate. 
Wrestling · 
Saturday 
The Bombers went 3-0 with wins over 
Southern Maine, Wesleyan and Johnson & 
Wales at Wesleyan. 
· The 12th-ranked squad began its day with 
a shutout of Southern Maine 53-0. It was ltha-
. ca 's first shutout since 1990 and its largest 
since the 1984-1985 season. 
Sophomore Bryan Gammons ( 141) and 
freshman Matthias Keib ( 165) each pinned 
~cir-opponents in the second round. 
Freshman Robert Stubbs and sophomore 
Three Bombers provisionally qualified for Gary Bruzzese, at 184 and 197 pounds, re-
the NCAA championships at the Penn State spectively, each recorded a major decision. 
Invitational Saturday. Ithaca beat the host 35-6. Senior co-cap-
Junior Brandon Mallette placed 18th in~ tain Andrew Locke in the 174-pound 
800 meters, setting a school record with a we.ight class and sophomore Bryan Petti at 
time of 1 :54.38 seconds. Junior Jim Raven- 197 each posted a decision. 
er also qualified in the 800 with a>time of · ·. In the final matchup Ithaca took down 
1 :55.48, which earned him 28th place. . Johnson & Wales 40-6. Junior heavyweight 
Junior· Mike Styczynski was Ithaca's · Erik Wisecup pinned his oppooent in the third 
third NCAA qualifier. He placed 13th in the round, while classmate Jeff Edelstein 
5,000 meters with a time of 14:52.02, pinned his man in the first. 
which was al$O a school record; · On the day, 157-pound sophomore 
· At the meet, the Bombers were compet- Casey Beach went 3-0, while fellow sopho-
ing against athletes from a wide range of Di- more Jad Duca won his two matches by a 
vision I schools, including Penn State, combined score of 26-3. 
Duke and Georgetown. 
Ithaca also competed in the Dartmouth In-
vitational Saturday and qualified two runners 
for the NYSCTC championships. Junior Jim 
Ruger qualified in the 500 meters with a time 
of I :08.30, which earned him fourth place. 
Junior Jon Barnes placed fifth in the 1,000 
meters with a time of 2:37.21. 
Ithaca's next competition is on Saturday 
at the Tufts Invitational in Massachusetts. 
Women's indoor 
track and field 
Saturday 
The Bombers -competed at the York 
Classic in Toronto Saturday. Team scores 
were not kept. . 
Freshman Jaclyn Briguglio set a school 
record in the 300-meter dash with a time of 
43,80, and sophomore Carrie Williams set a 
school record in the 6()-meter hurdles at 9.75. 
Senior Lynn Janovich placed first in the 
600-meter run (1 :39.34), while sophomore 
Emily Maston and freshman Irena McQuar-
rie placed second and fourth _respectively, 
with times of 1:39.59 and 1:41.79. 
Sunday 
After a successful Saturday trio of 
matches, the Bombers headed to New 
York University for a pair of duals. Ithaca 
defeated NYU 39-3 and beat Case·Western 
Reserve 42-6. 
Against the host, Ithaca came away with 
two wins on account of forfeit, at 141 and 
at heavyweight. In the 149-pound division 
sophomore Jad Duca won by fall in 3:36. At 
157 pounds, sophomore Marc Israel won by 
technical fall over senior Noah Fowle 19-
4. In the 165-pound weight class, senior co-
captain Bill J>arry took home a major deci-
sion, 21-11. 
Later · in the afternoon against Case 
Western Reserve, the Bombers were award-
ed three matches due to forfeit. Three Itha-
ca grapplers won by fall - Israel at 157, se-
nior co-captain Andrew Locke at 17 4 and ju-
nior heavyweight Erik Wisecup. At 149, Duca 
won his second match of the day, 3-3, fol-
lowing the double overtime tiebreaker in 
which he was able to ride out junior Zak 
Kallai for the allotted 30 seconds. 
··'Ithaca looks to add to its 11-2 dual meet 
record tonight at 14th-ranked Lycoming (Pa.). 
-
Streaking down the stretch 
The women's basketball team notches its 
10th-straight win Tuesday. Page ~4 
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